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ABSTRACT
Cloud Computing Technology, with its abundant
advantages, has created new progress in the world of
computing and has pushed Information Technology
(IT) Industry a step forward. Therefore, that great
organization have deposited a large number of their
processes and information to clouds. Security and
intrusion detection into a cloud-computing network
show itself more than other networks. Many studies
have introduced intrusion detection protocols for these
networks, but few have investigated the issue of
security. Therefore, the present study investigates
security techniques for the cloud-computing
environment based on the architecture of intrusion
detection and finally compares some of these methods
with each other.

KEYWORDS
Security, cloud computing, intrusion detection

1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing refers to programs and services
which are run in a distributed network and use
virtual resources. Moreover, in this way internet,
common protocols, and network standards are
accessible. Conceptually, the point is that
resources used in cloud computing are virtual and
unlimited, and characteristics of physical systems
in which software is run are completely apart from
the user system [1],[2].Regarding ever-increasing
growth of technologies and users' needs diversity
in the field of IT, cloud computing position has
developed than before. The cloud phenomenon is
rapidly turning into an important service in
internet computing. Cloud computing technology
is transforming into a popular technology in life.
To encourage using cloud computing, besides
generating and developing necessary

telecommunication and hardware infrastructures,
security issues, especially availability, resources
integrity, protecting privacy, and consequently,
intrusion detection systems are essential [1].
Losing direct control on properties and proper
mismanagement probability by the cloud server,
which are the most important threats in this kind
of computing, make cloud atmosphere
distinguished from traditional models for client
organization regarding security [3]. This issue in
hybrid models and cloud public services and also
in the private services model, when represented
by the third party, is the most important security
hazard. In such conditions, using cloud services
necessities responsibility transfer and, on course
controlling a part of the organization's
information and systems to a server outside the
organization [4]. Furthermore, organizations may
depend more on a server, and especially they
encounter challenges in transferring data and
services into the organization or to another server.
In fact, using cloud computing advantages may
lead to generating new services, and it takes away
necessary organizational agility in the incidence
of security accidents [5]. Although sharing
resources is among the basic cloud computing
advantages, this issue may create a big security
hazard for the organization. Since illegal activities
that may be done by others utilizing common
resources directly damage the organization's fame
and credit. Extremer hazard happens when one of
the cloud services client organizations get access
to other clients' properties due to the incidence of
an attack or in other abnormal situations [6].
Despite existing hazards in cloud computing, a
different approach has been introduced to
confront threats. Investigating this approach
makes it possible to categorize it into two general
groups. Access control, countermeasure, and
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response. Access control is making sure of legal
users' access and preventing illegal access to
information systems [7]. Countermeasure and
response are finding created problems and
findings proper reaction against them. Gartner
also introduced seven security issues that users
have to be aware of them: premium user access,
obeying the rules, data location, data separation,
detection, research support, and surviving
duration. So many solutions have been introduced
to encounter threats. However, a proper solution
and an acceptable level of security have not been
achieved yet. To establish security and prevent
destructive attack effects, intrusion detection
systems are used [8],[9]. When end-user use cloud
services and save their data in servers'
infrastructures, the most important security
aspects are related to privacy and users' data
confidentiality. End users want to know where
their information is saved and who has control
over and access to their information, and also
users are inclined to have a guarantee that even
servers don't have illegal access to their sensitive
and important data [10]. End-users use
represented services by cloud servers, although
they exactly don't know where these services
resources are located when a security incidence
happens [11]. This shows a potential problem that
is sometimes beyond the control of cloud servers.
Saved data by cloud servers are not influenced by
servers' guidelines but is influenced by the
servers' residence country. Users have to agree
with related conditions and requirements when
using such services, which accordingly grants the
right to disclose user's information by accepting
rules and requirements of law enforcement to the
servers [12]. Cloud computing environments have
attracted the attention of many organizations, and
many organizations are migrating to cloud
environments. There are different and famous
architectures in these environments. Still, the
more this architecture be compatible with
standards, rules, and best experiences of today's
communication and information technology, the
more suitable structure it will have and makes
organizations more secure through this migration
into cloud environments. In fact, the goal of
intrusion detection systems is not to prevent the
attack. Still, the goal is to explore and identify
attacks, to detect security problems in computer
networks, and to announce them to the system

manager. Generally, there are three security issues
in networks security:
Confidentiality: information that is transferred
through the network has to be accessed only by
qualified individuals. Destroying confidentiality
makes information available by illegal
individuals.
Integrity: sent message to the receiver must not be
changed. In fact, integrity guarantees message
perfectness.
Availability: data and resources have to available
every moment. Hackers damage availability
through disrupting bandwidth. DOS attacks are
the most important ones which influence network
servicing [13].
2 ARCHITECTURES OF
DETECTION SYSTEMS

INTRUSION

Intrusion detection is a wide range of designed
security techniques to identify (and report)
destructive systems and network activities or
registering evidence of intrusion. Based on
location in the network system and activity
domain,
intrusion-detecting
systems
are
categorized into two groups of Host Intrusion
Detection (HID) and Network Intrusion Detection
(NID). To obtain the maximum efficiency and
security, a combination of these intrusion systems
are used which are known as Distributed Intrusion
Detection System (DIDS) [14],[15]. In Figure 1.
Shows the general architecture of cloud network
intrusion detection systems.
Cloud Based IDS

Network
Based

Host Based

VMM
Based

Distributed

Intrusion Detection Techniques

Signature
Based

ANN

Hybrid

Anomaly based

Fuzzy
Logic

Association
Rule Mining

SVM

GA

Figure 1. Cloud-based intrusion detection systems [16].
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2.1 Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS)
It is an intrusion detection system that is located
in the host atmosphere and scans the activities.
Generally, HIDS can detect attacks and threats
like operating system input files, software input
files, or database input files on the host computer.
HIDS runs only on the host or single computers
and is not aware of the whole network. These
systems only investigate and observe input and
output packs to a computer and alarm network
manager or computer user in the case of intrusion
detection or suspicious activity. Decisions
excellent organizing ability exclusively and
uniquely for each host is these systems' important
point. In addition, HIDS provides specific
information regarding where by who and when an
intrusion has occurred. Less compatibility
between the operating system and software and
various soft wares are among HIDS
disadvantages. This kind of intrusion detection
architecture is dependent on log files, and
consequently, if log-files data removed or attacker
could manipulate input files, attack detection in
these systems encounters with challenge and as a
result in this kind of architecture logs protection
process and intrusion detection system’s output
events have to be applied as best as possible.
Another important point is that these systems
don't identify some attacks happed in lower layers
of the network [17]. In Figure 2. Shows the HIDS
architecture.

LOG

HIDS

LOG

Internet

NIDS

Figure 3. NIDS architecture

2.3 Distributed Intrusion Detection System
(DIDS)

Internet

HIDS

network to identify threats. These systems
identify destructive activities like Denial of
Service Attacks
(DOS), scan
reports,
and…throughout the whole network. Networkbased systems are soft wares or hard wares which
are located throughout the whole network and
existing computers in a specific place or places of
the network to monitor passing traffic, they
analyze network traffic and in the case of an
abnormal attack or behavior an alarming message
sent to network manager [17]. It is one of the most
popular systems, which is used to scan suspicious
packs during every packing. Signature-based
designs have favorable rates in such methods that
are employed more effectively and more
accurately in confrontation with security threats.
However, they may be ineffective against attacks
that have not been recognized yet. After
destructive packs detected manually, they are
confronted, and a signature is created for them
[15]. In Figure 3 shows the NIDS architecture.

HIDS

LOG

Centralized Control Module

Figure 2. HID Architecture

2.2 Network Intrusion Detection System
(NIDS)
NIDS has been widely located among systems in
which network security importance has been
increased, and many devices have been
introduced to improve network security. NIDS is
responsible for analyzing traffic throughout the

DIDS contains several detection systems on an
extensive network, which all of them
communicate with each other. It facilitates
accident analysis and instant attack data utilizing
a central server. Considering this cooperation, the
security personnel network can have a
comprehensive observation of what is happening
inside its network. Also, it permits a company to
effectively manage accidents analysis resources
through focusing on its attack experiences and to
provide a fast and easy way to detect new
processes and patterns and to identify network
threats in several parts of a network through
analysis. These systems are made up of several
NIDS or HIDS or a combination of these two
kinds as well as a central management station. In
this way, each intrusion detection system existing
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in the network sends its reports to the central
management station. Central station is in charge
of investigating arrived reports and noticing
system security responsible. This station also has
to update detection rules-base of each of the
existing IDS in the network. Information is saved
in the central management station. When the
current system is used to send management data,
extra security supplied by cryptography or Virtual
Private Network (VPN) (more recommended).
High complexity is the essential problem of
DIDS. Ranges and functions vary from a producer
to another producer, and accordingly, DIDS
characteristics are not so evident [18]. In Figure
4. Shows the DIDS architecture.
LAN Monitor
HOST

HOST

called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) to
hardware. Usually, there is a virtual machine with
a relatively high ability, which is called a
privileged or special virtual machine that can
manage and control other virtual machines. For a
virtual machine system, the system's specific
vulnerabilities cause the most common attacks.
Moreover, these attacks are conducted by a
program or software known as malware
(destructive software). Viruses, worms, and
Trojan horses are among the common malware.
Indeed, some of them are destructive processes
from the user, which do not influence the core of
the operating system. Some of them ambush in
base or process or change the space. In Figure 5.
shows the architecture of the virtual machine
monitor intrusion detection systems [19].
VM1

VM2

VM3

VM4

VMn

Router

Hypervisor Detector
WAN
Physical Host Machine

Central Manager

Figure 5. The architecture of virtual machine-based
intrusion detection systems [19].
Manager Module

3 INVESTIGATING ATTACKS IN CLOUD
NETWORKS

Figure 4. DIDS architecture [18].

2.4 Virtual Machine
Detection System

Monitor

Intrusion

Using this technology makes it possible to place
so many servers on a physical server. Because
nowadays, most servers use 8% to 12% of their
real ability in normal conditions, it will be
possible to have optimal use of the remained
unused resources by transferring several servers
on a physical machine. It is possible to transfer
soft wares running on an old machine to virtual
servers with high ability regardless of their
compatibility with new hard wares and when
synchronous use of several operating systems in
places with operating system multiplicity and is
impossible to assign a single server to each of
operating systems. It is possible to share the
resources of some machines among virtual
machines regardless of the virtual machine that
has become hosted on which network. These
resources are memory or process type and are
implemented by adding a layer from software

3.1 Worms
The worm sends its copies to other exiting
computers utilizing the network.
In contrast with the virus, worms do not attach
themselves to other programs. In addition, worms
damage network by occupying bandwidth, while
viruses most often destroy existing applications in
an infected computer and lose the current
information. Worms have two operational stages:
exploring stage and transferring step. During
exploration, the worm only examines network to
find vulnerable points in the network. During
moving, destructive code related to worm
transfers to the victim system. Flow-based
methods focus on worm identification during the
exploration stage since pack content is needed to
identify harmful codes during transfer.
In many cases, identifying worm considered the
same as identifying scanning in the network. For
instance, the introduced method by [20], which is
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represented for determining to scan in the
network, is easily generalized to identify worms.
3.2 Denial of Services
In this type of attack, system resources are used
more than ever, and it rejects standard requests for
holding supplies. Attackers take away some
computing from users who are in charge of
handling legal requests. These types of attacks
usually use weak software points to damage them
and prevent from system's legal communications
by overloading in communicational channels.
That is, it makes the server out of responding. In
this type of attack, authorized users' access to
services encountered with problems or
disconnected. This attack alternatively occurs on
the internet. From 2001 to 2015, 24.5 IP addresses
have been victimized by service limiting attacks
per hour throughout the globe [21].
3.3 Port Scanner
Scanning attack is, in fact, sending a series of
small packs to probe the target system. The nature
of this attack is that it produces many network
flows. This attack is made utilizing different hosts
and through the different origin and destination
ports. Scanning attacks categorized into three
different groups [22]:
1- Vertical scan: abnormal behavior system does
its measures on a specific port on many hosts.
2- Horizontal scan: unusual behaviors system
sends its scanning packs on some ports of any
particular port.
3- Block scan: different numbers of ports are
scanned on different amounts of hosts by
abnormal behaviors. In Figure 6. Shows
Categorizing scanning attacks.

.

Vertical Scan

1024

.

During the Botnet attacks, a group of infected
computers is led and controlled by a commander
remotely. This network of infected computers is a
suitable instrument to start vast attacks. It is
difficult to identify this type of infected
computers. Since by identifying and isolating the
attack commander, other computers will not be
dangerous anymore. But no other effective
method hasn't been determined so far, and this
research field is in elementary stages [23]. This
type of attack is different from scanning and
service limiter attacks is that to identify botnet
attack, the network has to be observed for a long
time to identify commander or infected computers
under control. Although it is possible to identify
in real-time during scanning and service limiter
attacks.
In fact, most of the Botnet attacks managed by the
IRC channel (a method of internet relay chat. IRC
is mainly designed for group conversations, and
conversations taken place in places called the
channel. Also, person-to-person communication
is possible through private chat). A network flow
is identifiable through the data level, and there is
no need to investigate sent traffic content.
4
INTRODUCING
DIFFERENT
INTRUSION DETECTION METHODS
To confront systems and computer network
intruders, various methods known as intrusion
detection methods have been created which are in
charge of observing occurred events in a system
or computer network. Detection methods used in
intrusion detection systems are categorized into
two general groups of signature-based or abusebased and anomaly-based [24].
4.1 Signature-Based
Method

PORT

1023

3.4 Botnet

Block
.
23

Horizontal Scan

22
21

1.1.1.1 1.1.1.2

0000 1.1.1.255

1.1.2.1

IP

Figure 6. Categorizing scanning attacks

Intrusion

Detection

This method, which is used in many successful
intrusion detection systems, is a signature-based
or pattern-matching intrusion detection system.
Signature means a collection of principles that
detects an attack that is being conducted. A group
of rules loads the device, which is supposed to
detect an intrusion. Each signature contains
information that shows the device what to follow
in passing data. When passing traffic compared
with the existing pattern in signature, error
message created to notice network manager of an
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intrusion. In many cases, IDS, besides notifying
network manager, re-sets up a related connection
to an intruder or confronts more with intervention
utilizing a firewall or taking access control
measures [24]. Since the signature-based method
does not need learning from the environment, it is
simple to implement it. This method acts upon
passing packs research and compares from the
network with attacks whose signatures are
available in the database. This method works
effectively in the exploration of unknown attacks
whose signatures exist in the intrusion detection
system database. But it is not able to detect new
sentences whose signatures don't exist in the
database, and to detect new attacks database with
original attack signatures have to be updated [25].
This pre-processed architecture observed for
finding and comparing activity patterns in the
network environment with the existing signature
in the comparative database, and an alarming
message is sent. Since the signature-based
intrusion, detection method identifies detected
attacks with high reliability and low incorrect
alert rate, this method has been used in many
commercial intrusion detection systems. In Figure
7. Shows a general architecture for the signaturebased process.

Network

Signature

Pass/Discard

Traffic
Preprocessing

Signature
Matching

Figure 7. The architecture of signature-based intrusion
detection [25].

4.2 Anomaly-based
Method

Intrusion

Detection

It refers to detecting existing patterns in a given
collection of information that doesn't conform
with predetermined right (standard) behavior, so
detected patterns are called anomalies, which
often translated to vital and efficient information
in several applied fields. Anomaly-bases intrusion
detection method compares user's behavior with
normal behavior saved in the database through
statistical methods use it to detect unknown
attacks, and tries to find activities, which are not
compatible with typical behavior pattern and
seem raucous and abnormal. In fact, to detect

anomalies, a specific pattern has to be found;
behaviors, which obey this pattern, discovered
normal and devious ones are anomalies. An
essential issue in this method is creating a view of
normal behavior because users' normal behavior
may change. Therefore, the intrusion detection
system, which uses this method, has to update
itself with these changes. Another issue in
constructing a sample behavior model is selecting
features that are used as input to build the model.
Security experts determine input parameters in
the present models, and there is no guarantee that
all influential parameters in intrusion detection
selected rightfully. If essential features dependent
on intrusion have to be ignored wrongly, detecting
attacks from normal behavior will be so difficult.
In addition, not omitting features, which are not
related to intervention, may decrease intrusion
detection efficiency. The ability to detect new
attacks is the strong point of this method, and the
high incorrect alert rate is its weak point [24].
Detecting anomalies is one of the essential
functions of data mining which identifies unusual
and abnormal data or even specific and rare
pattern in a data collection. An accepted definition
of anomaly is observing a datum's high deviation
from other data. Therefore, it creates this
possibility which maybe this datum has been
produced by another mechanism. It is essential to
detect anomaly because it may show a destructive
activity in the system. For example, a network
abnormal traffic pattern may reveal that a host has
been hacked and its information sent to an illegal
destination [23]. Because input data has a
different kind, they have to be pre-processed. For
example, regarding network traffic data inputs,
the IP address of a hierarchical datum is three, and
the protocol of a categorical datum is four. The
port number is a numerical datum. Preprocessing
methods are unique based on the anomaly
detection method. After data pre-processing and
preparation, anomaly detection methods
(generally categorized into two groups of
supervised and unsupervised) implemented on
pre-processed and prepared data.
Despite so many methods in anomaly exploration
in network traffic, there are also challenges in this
field, such as [23]:
1- Absence of a comprehensive and practical
method to explore anomaly. For example, wire
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anomaly detection in the network may not be so
possible in a wireless network.
2- Noisy data may look like abnormal data, and it
is difficult to distinguish them.
3- Since a normal behavior has to be continuously
deducted so maybe a behavior won’t remain in
normal behavior group forever, therefore
anomaly detection intrusion methods may not be
useful in the future and as a result newer and more
advanced intrusion detection methods are
required, since intruders explore these methods
and identify ways to overcome them.
Considering challenges in anomaly-based
intrusion detection methods, many types of
research and studies have been conducted in this
field. Since supervised methods are based on
knowledge, which is prepared by a supervisor,
and an external factor and needs educational data
(labeled data) thus, it is not able to detect
unknown attacks and damages, today most of
studies conducted in the field of active security
systems, which try to detect attacks and damages
without previous knowledge.
4.3 Hybrid Method
This method, which is usually a better one,
intrusion detection system, use the advantages of
both states. First, it finds the detected attack
system based on signature-based method
techniques. It uses the anomaly-based method for
other new attacks, which doesn't have a pattern to
identify them in its database [24].
5 INTRODUCTION ANOMALY-BASED
INTRUSION DETECTION METHOD
5.1 Artificial Neural Network
The artificial neural network is an information
processing unit which inspired by mid human
function. Artificial neural networks are made up
of the arbitrary number of nodes or neurons and
link input collection to output, without previous
knowledge about that phenomenon or system,
they can learn complicated nonlinear relations
between input and output variables in a system.
Neural networks are divided into two groups of
supervised and unsupervised. Generally, neural
networks are organized in layers that are made up
of some interconnected nodes, which include an
activation function. Typically, neural networks
can distinguish among neurons connection

methods, different kinds of computing neurons
operations, network transfer operation method,
and their learning methods, including learning
rate. Considering neurons intercommunications,
it is possible to distinguish between layered and
non-layered networks. Input data transferred
through the input layer by hidden layers (middle
layers) to the output layer. Links and contacts
structure and number of layers and neurons
determine network architecture, which has to be
regulated before using neural networks. Although
in specific cases, it is possible to use single-layer
neural networks successfully, but, commonly,
neural networks have at least three layers (input
layer, hidden layer or middle layer and output
layer). Artificial neural networks used for various
learning functions such as real-valued function,
discrete values, and vector function [26].
Multilayer Perception (MLP) neural networks are
widely used in computer networks intrusion
detection. This type of neural network can obtain
approximation with the desired accuracy until
each continuous function contains enough hidden
units. It means that such models can construct a
definite issue decision boundary in features space,
and so they act as nonlinear split function. When
a neural network is used to categorize passing
packs through the network, there is an input node
for each feature vector element, and usually, there
is an output node for each class that feature will
belong to it. Hidden nodes are connected input
nodes which weights are assigned to these
connections. These weights are modified during
the teaching process. MLP neural network is a
learning algorithm with the back-propagated rule.
This is a gradient Descent Method, which shows
the difference between computing by network and
expected output by an error function. This error
function is based on Mean Squared Error (MSE).
MSE can be calculated for the completely
educational data collection. To achieve successful
learning, real network output has to approximate
expected output with constant value reduction of
this error. The back-propagated rule calculates the
error for each input and releases error from one
layer to the previous one. Nodes connection
weights are equal with or based on backpropagated error, and so reduce neural network
education error. Input and output layers and
neural hidden cells are variable. Input and output
neurons vary based on input and output vectors,
and the number of hidden layer neurons is based
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on expected efficacy. And the more the number of
hidden layer neurons be, the more complicated the
MLP neural network will be [25].
The learning process in intrusion detection
systems based on the neural network contains
these three stages [25].
1- Data collection: using the automatic analyzer
to process TCP/IP raw data collected from
network and transforming it into a perceptible
form for the machine utilizing criterion collection,
including network analyzed connection records
and data.
2- Teaching: a neural network is taught for
different kinds of attack, and normal behavior and
output contains two values: intrusion and normal
data.
3- Test: running on a test data collection.
Neural networks in intrusion detection systems
used to categorize attack patterns and normal
behavior and also to determine the type of attack.
It takes time to teach neural networks due to the
high amount of data (educational vectors).
However, when neural networks parameters
determined in the teaching process, categorizing a
record conducted rapidly and in a short time.
Therefore, neural networks in intrusion detection
can act as an instant categorization to detect the
type of attack for which they have been taught.
The time needed to collect the necessary
information to compute features is the only factor
that makes neural networks to act in an offline
state [25].
5.2 Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is has been derived from a fuzzy set.
According to this theory, the reasoning is
approximate instead of deriving reasoning exactly
from classic logic propositions. Fuzzy methods
are used to detect anomalies, and the feature can
be considered as fuzzy variables. In fuzzy logic
space, a thing is allowed to belong to more than
one class at a specific time. This concept is useful
when the difference between classes is not
defined well [25]. During intrusion detection,
there is an 𝑚 + 1 class in which everything has to
be categorized. Among these classes, there is a
particular class called normal behavior class, and
the rest of 𝑚 classes are related to attacks (based
on detected intrusion and attacks). Data set

includes things (for example, data set be a table,
the thing here means table records), which
everything has 𝑛 + 1 features and is used by
learning algorithms. First, n features determine
the characteristics of a thing and the last features
of a class to which the thing belongs. Therefore,
the fuzzy categorizing system must have an 𝑚 +
1 member set of rules to solve intrusion detection
issues, which one of them relates to normal class
and class m related to abnormal and attack. In this
system, conditions part defined by observed
parameters and conclusion part is an irresolvable
phrase for categorization feature. Deduced fuzzy
rules do not use more than five features in the
construction of a rule, which simplifies the
description of normal, and abnormal (attack)
behaviors. More simple fuzzy rules have distinct
and important advantages in real programs. First,
rules are interpreted more simple, and second, a
categorization is rapidly implemented, which is
based on fuzzy rules. It is important to note that it
is complicated and difficult to deduce from data
with many features. Although fuzzy logic
effectiveness in intrusion detection and especially
in port scan attacks detection and scanning attacks
is confirmed, it takes a lot of resources and time
to teach as its main weak point.
5.3 Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm is a searching method
inspired by biological evolution and natural
genetic, which introduces an approximate answer,
which is an approximate solution for the
optimization issue. A genetic algorithm is called
a general searching method, which copies natural
biological rules. The genetic algorithm applies
conservation law on a series of problem answers
to achieve better answers. In each generation
utilizing selection process compatible with
answers, value, and reproduction of selected
answers utilizing actors have been imitated from
natural genetics, better approximations achieved
for the final answer [27]. The process usually
begins with random population reproduction from
chromosomes, which contains all possible
answers to an issue which issue candidate answer
is among these answers. Each chromosome's
different locations are numbered as the bit. These
locations can be referred to as genes. An
evaluation function computes the priority of each
chromosome based on a possible solution. This
function is called a fitness function. During the
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evaluation, the merge operator used to simulate
natural reproduction and mutation operator is
used for species mutation. It is necessary to move
to proper chromosomes for survival, and the
combination of selected chromosomes and proper
chromosome s have to be combined. When a
genetic algorithm used to solve different
problems, these three factors influence algorithm
efficiency. 1. Fitness function 2. Individuals’
agency, 3. Genetic algorithm parameter [28]. The
genetic algorithm begins with chromosomes''
randomly reproduced population. Then utilizing
different methods, this population increases, and
chromosomes improve. Before running a genetic
algorithm, suitable coding (show) has to be found
for the considered problem. Binary strings are the
most common method to show chromosomes in
genetic algorithms. Each decision variable
becomes binary, and then a chromosome is
created by variables juxtaposition. In addition, a
fitness function has to be invented to relate value
to each coded solution. During algorithm running,
parents are selected for reproduction, are
combined with mutation, and merge operators to
reproduce new children. This process repeats
several times to the population of the next
generation is produced. Then this population is
investigated, and if convergence principles are
met, the process mentioned above will be ended.
Convergence happens when a constant percent of
rows and columns of a matrix becomes identical
[29].
The genetic algorithm used in the intrusion
detection system has two modules; each of them
works in a specific stage. In the teaching stage, a
set of categorized rules is constructed based on
network data and utilizing a genetic algorithm in
an offline environment. In the intrusion detection
stage, constructed rules in the teaching stage are
used to categorize input connections and input
data to network in the areal-time environment
[28].
A genetic algorithm is used for deducing new
rules for the intrusion detection system. Using
these rules separates normal network traffic from
abnormal traffic (attack). Rules in a genetic
algorithm rule set are in the form of if-then.
Genetic algorithm rule explanation:

Condition is related to the data that has to be
investigated, and if the rule condition is true, the
act is a reaction that has to be done. A condition
is investigated for network protocols port
numbers, used protocols, connection duration,
origin, and destination IP address. The act is
related to reactions such as sending the alert
message and generating log messages when the
condition is true [29].
Different network features such as connection
duration used protocols, origin and destination
ports, and attack names are used to investigate
intrusion detection. For instance, if six first
features connect by logical AND operations to
construct condition rule, then the feature of attack
name turns into the rule act part. The following
simple example categorizes a network connection
as the denial of Neptune service attack:
If (duration = “0:0:1” and protocol =
“finger”
and
source_port=18181
and
destination_port =91 and (attack_name =
“Neptune”) than source_ip= “11.11.11.11”
and destination_ip = “112.168.214.10”)

After producing classification rules, fitness rules
used in the previous stage to determine rules
competency and suitability:
Each rule is shown with if A Then B condition, its
accuracy, which is expressed as fitness, is
represented as the following equation:
Fitness=w1* support + w2* confidence
support = | A and B | / Nconfidence = |
A and B | / | A|

Here N is the total number of connections in under
investigation network, 𝐴 is the total number of
network connections compatible with 𝐴
condition, and 𝐴 and 𝐵 is the total number of
network connections that are compatible with if 𝐴
Then 𝐵 rule. 1𝑤 and 2𝑤 weights also used to
control the balance between two phrases of
support and confidence [29]. The genetic
algorithm's strong point is the ability to extract the
best classification rules and to select optimal
parameters. Its weak point is that it is unable to
have a constant optimal pass time for sure, and
data over-fitting is another problem. In Figure 8.
Shows the simple stages of a genetic algorithm in
intrusion detection systems.

If {condition} than {act}
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Figure 8. Genetic algorithm in intrusion detection systems

5.4 Data Mining Methods:
Different methods of data mining, such as
statistical methods and machine learning are used
to pre-process collected data from the network
and also to investigate network data to detect
anomalies which result in network intrusion
detection. Although it is possible to use
unsupervised machine learning methods for
intrusion detection since most of the conducted
studies in the field of intrusion detection labeled
data sets are used so supervised methods have
better efficiency in these data sets. These methods
are introduced and compared with each other in
the following:
5.4.1 Statistical Methods
Generally, statistical purposes make statistical
models (for normal behavior) then a statistical
deduction test used to determine whether a new
model belongs to this model or not. Cases with
low probability to be produced based on a regular
model consider as an anomaly. Both parametric
and nonparametric statistical methods used to
detect abnormality in statistical model designing.
These methods are a signal processing method
and principal components analysis method [30].
5.4.1.1 Clustering
Clustering refers to unsupervised learning
algorithms that can cluster data based on similar
data without pre-labeled educational data.
Although there are different types of clustering
methods, two methods of normal clustering and
co-clustering are used to detect anomalies in the
network [23]. Processing rows and columns are

the differences between normal and co-clustering
methods. Normal clustering like k-means method
clusters based on rows values while in coclustering data set columns and rows cooperate in
the production of groups synchronously. This
method can produce a c cluster from the C column
of the primary data set and also r cluster from R
row of the original data set. Despite other
clustering methods, co-clustering defines a
clustering criterion and then optimize it. This
method finds sub-sets synchronously from data
set matrix columns and rows utilizing the
determined rule. Advantages of co-clustering
rather than normal clustering are:
1- Columns and rows synchronous clustering may
represent a more compact show while
maintaining the primary information.
2- Co-clustering may be used as a dimension's
reduction method, and it is useful to generate new
features.
3- Co-clustering significantly reduces computing
complexities. For example, the k-means
algorithm has 𝑂 (𝑚𝑛𝑘) time complexity in which
m is the number of rows, n number of columns,
and k number of clusters. In co-clustering with O
(𝑚𝑘𝑙 + 𝑛𝑘𝑙) time complexity l is the number of
clusters columns, and it is evident that: 𝑂 (𝑚𝑘𝑙 +
𝑛𝑘𝑙) < 𝑂 (𝑚𝑛𝑘)
There are three general hypotheses to use
clustering to detect anomalies [23]:
 Hypothesis 1: when there is a set of normal
data and clusters formed based on this data set,
new data that is not able to adapt with none of
these clusters is considered an anomaly. For
example, since density-based clustering
algorithms do not consider noisy data density,
new noisy data is considered as an anomaly.
 Hypothesis 2: When a cluster contains both
normal and abnormal data, it has been
observed that standard data are near to the
center while normal data are far from the
cluster center. Based on this hypothesis,
abnormal events are identified by a distance
score.
 Hypothesis 3: in clustering with different
produced cluster sizes, clusters with smaller
size and more scattered data are considered as
an anomaly, and big and massive clusters are
normal clusters. Cases, which are belonged to
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a group, and their size and density, is smaller
than the threshold level may be considered an
anomaly.
5.4.2 Machine Learning Methods
Machine learning techniques are suitable when
there is not preliminary knowledge about data
patterns; for this reason, sometimes they are
called bottom-up methods. The critical advantage
of this method is that it usually does not need
experts to determine considered requirements to
detect intrusion, so they are so fast and
economical.
5.4.2.1 Decision Tree
The decision tree is one of the classified
algorithms in data mining. Detailed algorithms
learn how to generate a model out of an
educational data set. Classification may be
considered as a mapping from a set of features to
a specific class. A tree is a predictive modeling
method that generates trees, structural models,
from existing patterns in education, data utilizing
statistical methods, and machine learning. The
decision tree is preliminarily made up of preclassified data. The most important issue in the
decision tree is the selection of features from the
educational data set, which generates the best data
items separation to different classes. Based on
these features values, data are separated. This
process is used as a reflection from each sub-set
of data items. When all data items in the present
data sub-set placed in a class to which they have
belonged, the process has been stopped. A node
from the decision tree determines that its data has
been divided. Each tree node has several crests
that are labeled based on possible feature value in
the parent node. One peak connects two nodes or
connects a node and a leaf. Leaves are marked
with the same decision value for data
classification [31]. The main advantage of
decision tree rather than other classification
methods is that this method produces a set of
visible and perceptible rules, which are used
simply in real-time security systems such as
intrusion detection systems and a firewall.
Decision trees work well in big data sets, which is
an important advantage of in-network data with
high volume. In addition, these models can be
used as rule-based models with the least
processing. The decision tree's accuracy
generalization is another useful feature for

intrusion detection models. There are always new
attacks in the system, which have slight
differences with detected attacks, and detected
attacks with small changes are built on them. Due
to decision trees' accuracy generalization, it is
possible to detect such attacks by this type of
intrusion detection. Demanding high calculations
to constructing a decision tree is this methods'
weak point [31].
5.4.2.2 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks are powerful instruments to
classify, make decisions, and reasoning in
uncertainty conditions. Naïve Bayes is a simple
form of Bayesian networks that has an efficient
mechanism for deduction development. This
model is generated based on probable relations
among variable orientations, and this method is
generally used in combination with other
statistical designs. Bayesian networks have
various advantages, including the ability to codify
dependency between variables, predicting events,
and creating a relationship between previous
knowledge and present events. Bayesian
networks have been recently used due to their
high ability to obtain integrated results from
probable information about a situation and or a
condition in different computer sciences branches
[32].
The Bayesian network is a model that codifies
probable relationships between variables.
Generally, this method is used in combination
with statistical designs in intrusion detection
systems. Naïve Bayesian algorithm (NB) is for
machine learning in which there are educational
data set with labels and predetermined target
class. Educational data set is defined with
𝐴1 𝑡𝑜 𝐴𝑛 feature, and each function is shown
with a1, a2…. An feature values depend on
related class C. the objective of a sample
classification has not been observed, class values
aren't determined and feature values are
determined that is establishing a class related to a
sample is based on that sample values and
features. The Bayesian approach in unobserved
samples classification is to assign the sample to a
level that example has the most probability to
belong to that class. Codifying probable
relationships between variables of different parts
and the ability to combine previous knowledge
about dependency between variables with present
educational data is one of the main advantages of
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Bayesian networks. This classification method
enjoys high accuracy in classification in the case
that informative information is correct and
without error. Difficulty in the use of continuous
features is one of the disadvantages of this
method. Also, if previous knowledge contains a
mistake, there will be no guaranty to train a proper
classification [32].
5.5 Support Vector Machines Method (SVMs):
SVM is one of the supervised learning methods,
which is used for classification and regression.
This method is among almost new ways that show
excellent efficiency rather than other older
methods in classification. SVM classifier work
based on data linear classification and in data
direct division effort has been made to select a
line with more safety margin. SVM takes input
features with real values with nonlinear mapping
to a space with higher dimensions and separates
data by putting a linear border. Finding a
separation border to separate data has been
changes into quadratic optimization, and the
linear border is used for division. However, not all
issues such as essential functions are separated
linearly, and SVM used to solve this problem.
These functions transform linear functions into
nonlinear ones and make the direct separation,
possibly by taking data into a space with higher
dimensions [33]. Each sample depicts data as a
point in the next n-space on data dispersion chart
(N is the number of features the data sample has),
and feature value related to information
determines one of point coordinates on the table.
Then it classifies different and discrete data from
each other by depicting a straight line [33]. In
SVM, only data in support vectors are the bases
of machine learning and model construction, and
this algorithm is not sensitive to other data points.
Its purpose is to find the best border between

Data to have the possible distance from different
classes (their support vectors).
 Such an algorithm has innate limitations. For
example, how to determine parameters for each
mapping function has not been recognized yet.
 Support
vector-based
machines
need
complicated and time-consuming calculations
and consume high memory because of
computational complexity.
 Discrete and non-numerical data are not
consistent with this method and have to be
transformed.
However, SVMs have an integrated theoretical
basis, and their produced answers are general and
unique. Today, support vector machines have
been transformed into the most common
prediction techniques in data mining [17]. In Fig.9
shows the vector machine architecture.
Linearly separable Data
2

Margin = ||𝑊||

Support Vector

Support Vector

W
WT X+b=1
WT X+b=0
WT X+b= -1

Figure 9. Support vector machine method in intrusion
detection systems [17].
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6 COMPARING USED METHODS IN INTRUSION DETECTION
Table 1. Comparing anomaly-based methods in intrusion detection systems
NO.

1

Study
Barbara et al.
[34]

Purpose

Outcomes

Abuse detection following anomaly
detection.

Improving the reliability of hardware and
software
components,
improving
the
robustness of a model in machine learning and
data mining.

2

Ansam Khraisat
et al. [35]

A hybrid IDS (HIDS) combining the C5
decision tree classifier and One Class
Support Vector Machine (OC-SVM).

3

Ajith Abraham
[36]

Decision trees (DT) and support vector
machines (SVM).

4

Ren Hui Gong
[37]

Genetic algorithm.

5

Kim et al. [38]

Neural hybrid network, detecting hidden
anomaly abuse.

6

Mazini et al.[39]

Artificial bee colony
AdaBoost algorithms.

7

Muhammad
Hilmi Kamarudin
et al.[40]

Unified Intrusion Anomaly Detection
(UIAD).

(ABC)

and

The proposed HIDS is evaluated using the
benchmark datasets, namely, Network
Security Laboratory Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (NSL-KDD) and Australian
Defense Force Academy (ADFA) datasets.
Studies show that the performance of HIDS is
enhanced, compared to SIDS and AIDS in
terms of detection rate and low false-alarm
rates.
Empirical results illustrate that the proposed
hybrid systems provide more accurate
intrusion detection systems.
Experimental results show the achievement of
acceptable detection rates based on benchmark
DARPA data sets on intrusions, while no other
complementary techniques or relevant
heuristics are applied.
They implemented the IDS classifier based on
LSTM-RNN and evaluated the IDS model. By
comparing it to other IDS classifier, the attacks
are well detected by LSTM-RNN classifier.
Demonstrated that all sequential properties
(1st, 2nd, 3rd order Markov models) are
beneficial, and a combination of them via
VLMM leads to accurate prediction. The
proposed indicators are information-based
metrics, i.e., entropy and log-loss.
Detection time can be drastically reduced,
since the new entry traffic can be matched with
benign/malicious signatures generated from
the previous detection. Moreover, the proposed
unified approach can potentially be evaluated
online using larger, as well as the latest,
encrypted sets of traffic.

Table 2. Comparing conducted methods in the field of security condition knowledge in intrusion detection systems
NO.

Study

1

Q. Wu et al. [41]

2

Hu et al. [42]

Purpose

Dynamic Bayesian network.

Bayesian network.

Outcomes
The findings reveal that the method can
identify the intrusion intention of the intruder
from various alarm messages and predict
further attacks with good real-time
characteristics and inferential capability for
undetermined attacks.
Both the filter layer and the game layer deal
with the same noisy observations in iterative
Bayesian inference framework. The key idea
of this method can be generalized to other
filters such as RLS and Kalman, etc.
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Table 2. part 2
NO.

Study

Purpose

3

Dan Shen et al.,
[43]

Game theory.

4

Varun Dutt et al.,
[44]

Sample-based learning.

5

Sushil Jajodia et
al., [45]

Localized Encryption and Authentication
Protocol (LEAP+).

6

Shanachie,
J.
Yang et al., [46]

Markov's length variable models.

7

Judson, Dressler
et al., [47]

Operational data classes.

8

Moyinoluw,
Abidemi, Bode
et al., [48]

Bayesian network
genetic algorithm.

9

Wei Yi et al.,
[49]

Computational cloud-based architecture

10

S. Mathew et al.
[50]

Classification of attack alerts utilizing
Snort

classification

and

Outcomes
The network security system was evaluated
and protected from a perspective of data fusion
and adaptive control. Game theory, data
combining, and data mining are used to gain
knowledge about security conditions.
Based upon model predictions, a defender’s
prior threat experiences and his or her
tolerance to threats are likely to predict
detection accuracy; but considering the nature
of adversarial behavior is also important.
performance analysis shows that LEAP+
efficient in terms of computational,
communication, and storage costs.
Result demonstrate that sequential properties,
i.e., the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, order Markov models,
are all beneficial, and a combination of them
via VLMM leads to the best prediction
accuracy. Information theory based metrics,
such as entropy and log-loss, are proposed as
indicators of the prediction quality.
Introducing six classes of necessary
information
(threatening
environment,
unusual activity, vulnerability, key ground,
operational readiness and ongoing operation)
effectively activates and empowering
commanders and government leaders as a
symbol of cyberspace to make decisionmaking process.
comparison of the Bayes model with
Association Rule Mining model shows
efficient performance, and an improved
performance with a Genetic Algorithm
technique.
To effectively parallel cloud based threat
detection that integrates both signature based
detection and anomaly based detection.
This scheme into a real-time attack detection
framework and prototype presented by the
authors in previous work and provide some
results from testing against multistage attack
scenarios. It has been shown that it improves
temporary awareness about multistage attacks
effectively.

Table 3. Comparing fault tolerance methods in intrusion detection systems
NO.

1

Study

Huet & Malik
[51]

Purpose

Virtual multiple machines

Outcomes
The proposed scheme is a good option to be used
as a fault tolerance mechanism for real time
computing on cloud infrastructure. It has a
dynamic behavior of reliability configuration and
highly fault tolerant. It does not suffer from
domino effect as check pointing is made in the end
when all the nodes have produced the result.
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Table 3. part2
NO.

Study

Purpose

2

p. Garraghan et
al.,[52]

Fault-Tolerant platform (FT-FC)

Federated

3

Dr. Lakshmi [53]

Investigating different patterns

4

Elham
Shamsinezad
[54]

Investigating different algorithms and
explaining migration methods( Pre-copy
and Post-copy)

5

Haiying Qi [55]

Neural network

7 RESEARCHES ANALYSIS
Practically, no system does not have full security
IDS system has gained an excellent position for
intrusion detection in network structure in time
and is essential in the networks. Meanwhile,
researchers who are looking for different methods
to fulfill this need explore and design different
types of transmission modes, statistical purposes,
data mining, and neural networks systems.
At present, the most crucial issue is to gain
knowledge about the network security process,
which is influenced by hardware, software, and
network users' behavior. A condition believability
is acquired by conditional estimation, and highlevel information merge. Now the most
challenging issue in combining high-level
information to achieve knowledge about the
future condition and evaluating cyber-attacks
effect attacks visualization modeling with four
parameters of behavior, opportunity, capability,
and will.
Fault tolerance is one of the main concerns in
availability guarantee and operating practical

Cloud

Outcomes
The development of a cloud framework called the
FT-FC, which allows itself to quickly create a
variety of tolerant systems based on the Byzantine
fault and apply them to common clouds, and have
produced preliminary results to illustrate the
feasibility and potential of this approach. In
addition to identifying a number of research
problems and challenges that need to be addressed
in order to advance this area more.
The investigation of various types of faults. In
contrast, methods for error tolerance such as point
research, migration, replication, etc. were
investigated.
Results of simulation done by MATLAB software
shows that proposed approach leads to overload
reduction of server system. Finally, to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed
approach in terms of transforming time and
overload will be assessed and compared with
methods of Post-Copy and Yu.
Compared with the existing methods, the
proposed method achieved fault tolerant control
for time-varying fault, rather than just constant
fault. This greatly expands the industrial
applications of the developed method to enhance
system reliability. The simulation results
demonstrated that the post-fault is stable and the
performance is maintained.

programs. To minimize destruction effect on
system and running practical programs correctly
and successfully, destruction has to he predicted
and managed and controlled actively. Fault
tolerance methods are, in fact, in charge of
predicting these destructions and taking a proper
measure before removal.
8 CONCLUSION
As mentioned earlier, guaranteeing existing data
security is the most crucial challenge of cloud
computing. Nowadays, protecting from cloud
performance on the internet considered a big
challenge, and many solutions have been
employed for data security in cloud computing.
As observed in this study, various methods
invented to confront probable attacks to comfort
cloud servers from their users' personal and
organizational data protection. However, these
methods are not complete.
On the other hand, cloud computing has been
discussed in new communities and organizations.
Big companies are moving towards cloud
computing environments, sometimes departments
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leave their costly operations with cloud
environments, and in fact, they are outsourcing
them. Therefore, cloud environment architecture
has to be standard and compatible with trustful
rules.
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ABSTRACT
How to securely and efficiently search encrypted
messages over the networked servers becomes a
thorny problem. To solve it, Public Key Encryption
with Keyword Search (PEKS) was firstly introduced
in 2004. Since then, PEKS has witnessed a huge
development and has expanded with more
functionality and greater security. Many current
PEKS schemes could prevent Off-line Keyword
Guessing Attack (OKGA). But almost all PEKS
schemes are vulnerable to Inside Keyword Guessing
Attack (IKGA). This paper gives a definition of
Public Key Authenticated Encryption with Multikeywords Search (PAEMKS) which then subsequently
presents a concrete construction of PAEMKS. The
proposed scheme has the properties of Ciphertext
I n d i s t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y ( C I ) a n d Tr a p d o o r
Indistinguishability (TI) and incorporates with User
Authentication technique, therefore, it is secure
against both OKGA and IKGA. Besides, PAEMKS
solves Multiple Keywords Search problem.

KEYWORDS
Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search
(PEKS), Off-line Keyword Guessing Attack
(OKGA), Inside Keyword Guessing Attack (IKGA),
Ciphertext Indistinguishability (CI), Trapdoor
Indistinguishability (TI), User Authentication,
Multiple Keywords Search.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, many companies or people upload
their data into the cloud servers [1, 2] to save
huge human and material resources. However,
storing data into the remote servers may lead in
some negative effects. For example, the attackers
could intercept or even manipulate the data
packages on the public networks. In addition, the
adversaries could exploit the physical leakage,

such as power consumption and electromagnetic
emission, to disclose secrets during the
processing of a cryptographic operation by side
channel analysis. To ensure data transmission
security, the cryptographic operations must be
applied to it. Interestingly, PEKS protects data
transmission security well. More specially,
PEKS enables users to search encrypted
documents by a particular keyword without
compromising the original data security.
Boneh, Di Crescenzo, Ostrovsky and Persiano
(BDOP) revisited the Identity Based Encryption
(IBE) and then defined the first PEKS scheme
[3] in 2004. Although the proposed PEKS
scheme satisfied Indistinguishability under
Chosen Plaintext Attack (IND-CPA) secure, it
brought in some weaknesses. For instance, the
secure channel (i.e. SSL) must be built between
the receiver and the online server. Besides, Byun
et al. [4] pointed out that PEKS was vulnerable
to OKGA.
There is no doubt that establishing a secure
channel consumes plenty of resources and seems
impossible in some cases. Therefore, Baek et al.
[5] introduced a new PEKS scheme in 2008
removing the secure channel from the BDOP’s
PEKS scheme. However, the server is often
assumed to be honest-but-curious and therefore,
it may exploit the information related to the
keyword. In the same year, Yau et al. [6]
proposed that SCF-PEKS scheme was
vulnerable to OKGA. Jeong et al. [7] then came
up with an open problem: Is building a secure
and consistent PEKS schemes against OKGA
possible? Later on, Tang et al. [8] introduced a
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PEKS scheme to resist OKGA, but the
encryption algorithm was complex. Thereafter,
Rhee et al. [9] incorporated with the TI to SCFPEKS scheme in order to prevent OKGA. In
2013, Zhao et al. [10] came up with a new
efficient SCF-PEKS scheme that also satisfied TI
and CI to prevent OKGA. However, Yau et al.
[11] found that the dPEKS was vulnerable to Online KGA. Latterly, Chen firstly analyzed the
drawback of dPEKS and proposed an extension
of dPEKS (called SPEKS) [12] to solve both
Off-line and On-line KGA. But the SPEKS
required double encryptions and therefore, it
consumed high computational costs. In 2019,
Noroozi and Eslami proposed an efficient PEKS
scheme by applying a re-randomization
technique and the new proposed scheme was
proved to be semantically secure against both
Off-line and On-line KGA [13].
The PEKS schemes above only tolerate “exact”
keyword search rather than solving format error
(“P.S” and “P.S.”) and/or spell error (“budget”
and “buddget”). In 2010, Li et al. [14] came up
with the definition of “Fuzzy Keyword Search”
to PEKS scheme to solve format error and/or
spelling inconsistency problems. But the
proposed scheme suffered OKGA. Afterwards,
Xu et al. [15] presented a sufficient PEKS
scheme with Fuzzy Keyword Search to resist
OKGA.
Many PEKS mechanisms above are able to solve
Single Keyword Search issues, instead of
Multiple Keywords Search problems. “Public
Key Encryption with Multi-keywords Search
(MPEKS)” [5] was defined by Baek et al. in
2008 to solve the Multiple Keywords Search
issue. But a secure channel should be built for
delivering trapdoor queries. In 2016, Wang et al.
[16] came up with a SCF-MPEKS model
removing the secure channel. However, SCFMPEKS may suffer OKGA, if the malicious
server or receiver published its private key to the
outside networks. In 2018, Ma and Kazemian
[17] introduced a new Trapdoorindistinguishable SCF-MPEKS scheme to
prevent OKGA.

If the inside adversary executes one extra
bilinear pairing operation, many current PEKS
schemes will suffer IKGA. Therefore, Li et al.
[18] incorporated with a session key
establishment to PEKS scheme, which was the
first attempt to resist IKGA. In 2018, Noroozi et
al. [19] revisited Li et al.’s PEKS scheme and
pointed out that the inside attacker could still
launch attacks to search the corresponding
keywords to any PEKS encryption. Then, they
proposed a simple solution to fix the problem.
Meanwhile, Huang and Li [20] proposed a new
PAEKS scheme applying User Authentication
technique to resist IKGA. But PAEKS does not
handle Multiple Keywords Search. In 2019,
Noroozi and Eslami indicated that the PAEKS
was inapplicable to the general public networks
because it didn’t support multi-user setting [21].
Besides, they found that the security for PAEKS
was not sufficient and then refined the security
models without any additional costs.
Apart from that, Zhang et al. [22] proposed a
new PEKS scheme from lattice assumption in
the standard model with quantum computers
resistance, which was the milestone in the postquantum cryptographic communication era. In
2020, Kazemian and Ma incorporated with
Fuzzy Logic Technique to PEKS to solve Fuzzy
Keyword Search problem (such as “latest”) [23].
1.1 The Contributions
Firstly, the paper proposes a formal definition of
Public Key Authenticated Encryption with Multik e y w o rd s S e a rc h ( PA E M K S ) a n d t h e n
subsequently presents a concrete construction of
PAEMKS. The proposed scheme solves both
Single and Multiple Keyword(s) Search
problems.
Besides, the security models for PAEMKS are
also presented in this paper. More specially, the
proposed scheme is proved to be semantically
secure under the random oracle models with the
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) assumption so
that it is secure against both OKGA and IKGA.
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1.2 Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is made up of the
following: some preliminaries are provided in
Section 2. Section 3 revisits and analyses the
scheme of Trapdoor-indistinguishable Secure
Channel Free Public Key Encryption with Multikeywords Search (tSCF-MPEKS) [17]. Section 4
comes up with the Formal Definition, the
Security Models, the Construction and
Correctness of PAEMKS. Section 5 describes the
security analysis of PAEMKS and also compares
the performance and efficiency between the
PAEMKS scheme and its counterparts. Finally,
Conclusions will be illustrated in Section 6.
2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Mathematic Theories
2.1.1 Bilinear pairings
Let G1 and GT be two cyclic groups. G1 is an
additive group and GT is a multiplicative group
respectively. The prime number P is the
generator of G1 while g is the order of G1
respectively. Also, let a and b be the elements of
ZP. A bilinear pairing can be mapped to
e : G1 × G1 → GT, which satisfies the following
properties:
i. Bilinearity: e(aU, bV ) = e(U, V )ab for all
U, V ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ ZP.
ii. Computability: e(U, V ) ∈ GT is computable
in a PPT algorithm, for any U, V ∈ G1.
iii. Non-degenerate: e(U, V ) ≠ 1.
2.1.2 The Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH)
assumption [24]
Let P, a P, bP, cP be the inputs (where a, b,
c ∈ ZP ) , c o m p u t e e(P, P)abc ∈ GT . A n
algorithm A will satisfy an advantage ε in G1 to
solve BDH assumption, if Pr[A(P, a P,
bP, cP ) = e(P, P)abc ] ≥ ε. Therefore, if no PPT
algorithm taking an advantage at least ε in G1
solves BDH assumption, BDH assumption will
hold in G1
2.2 Overview of SCF-MPEKS Scheme
Sender, server and receiver are three main parties
in SCF-MPEKS scheme. The sender generates a

SCF-MPEKS ciphertext and the receiver
generates a Trapdoor query. After that, the
searchable ciphertext and the trapdoor query are
transmitted to the server. Once the server
receives these encrypted messages, it will call
Test algorithm to match whether two encryptions
have the same keyword or not.
SCF-MPEKS was proposed by Wang et al. [16],
which contained six PPT algorithms below:
1. Ke yG enP(1n ) : Input 1n and then produce a
global parameter gp.
2. Ke yG enSer (gp) : Input gp for creating the
server’s public and private keys ( pkS , skS ).
3. Ke yG enRec(gp) : Input gp for creating the
receiver’s public and private keys ( pkR, skR ).
4. SCF − MPEKS( pkS , pkR, W ) : Input pkS and
pkR for creating a searchable ciphertext
S = SCF − MPEKS( pkS , pkR, W ) of the multikeywords, where W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn ).
5. T r apd oor (skR, w) : Input skR for creating a
trapdoor query Tw = T r apd oor (skR, w) of a
keyword w.
6 . Test (Tw, skS , S ) : I n p u t skS , S = SCF−
MPEKS( pkS , pkR, W ) and Tw = T r apd oor (
skR, w). If W contains w , output “yes” and “no
match”, otherwise.
3 TRAPDOOR-INDISTINGUISHABLE
SECURE CHANNEL FREE PUBLIC KEY
ENCRYPTION WITH MULTI-KEYWORDS
SEARCH
3.1 Formal Definition for tSCF-MPEKS
Ma and Kazemian found that SCF-MPEKS
suffers OKGA and then proposed the tSCFMPEKS [17] to fix this problem in Sep, 2018.
The scheme consisted of six algorithms as
follows:
1. Ke yG enP(1n ) : Input 1n and then produce a
global parameter gp.
2. Ke yG enS (gp) : Input gp for creating the
server’s public and private keys ( pkS , skS ).
3. Ke yG enRec(gp) : Input gp for creating the
receiver’s public and private keys ( pkR, skR ).
4. SCF − MPEKS( pkS , pkR, W ) : Input pkS and
pkR for creating a searchable ciphertext
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S = SCF − MPEKS( pkS , pkR, W ) of the multikeywords, where W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn ).
5. T r apd oor ( pkS , skR, w) : Input pkS and skR
for creating a trapdoor query Tw = T r apd oor (
pkS , skR, w) of a keyword w.
6 . Test (skS , S, Tw ) : I n p u t skS , S = SCF−
MPEKS( pkS , pkR, W ) and Tw = T r apd oor (
pkS , skR, w). If W contains w , output “yes” and
“no match”, otherwise.
3.2 The Construction of tSCF-MPEKS
The concrete construction of tSCF-MPEKS is
described in the following:
1. Ke yG enP(1n ) : Consider G1 is an additive
cyclic group and GT is a multiplicative cyclic
group. P (P ≥ 2k) and g are a random generator
and an order of G1 respectively. A bilinear
pairing is a map e : G1 × G1 → GT . Suppose
H : {0,1}∘ → G1 and H* : GT → {0,1}∙ are two
particular hash functions. The global parameter
gp = {g, P, G1, GT , e, H, H*} is returned in the
end.
2. Ke yG enSer (gp) : The server chooses x ∈ ZP
uniformly at random and then calculates
X = x P. Besides, the server also chooses
K ∈ G1 uniformly at random. Therefore, the
s e r v e r ’s p u b l i c a n d p r i v a t e k e y s a r e
pkS = (gp, X, K ) and skS = (gp, x).
3. Ke yG enRec(gp) : The receiver chooses
y ∈ ZP uniformly at random and then calculates
Y = yP. So, the receiver’s public and private
keys are pkR = (gp, Y ) and skR = (gp, y).
4. SCF − MPEKS( pkS , pkR, W ) : The sender
chooses t ∈ ZP uniformly at random and then
calculates a searchable ciphertext
S = (A, B1, B2, . . . , Bn ) = [t X, H*(Z1), H*(Z 2 ), . . . ,
H*(Zn )] ,
w h e r e Z1 = e(H(w1), Y )t ,
Z 2 = e(H(w2 ), Y )t,..., Zn = e(H(wn ), Y )t.
5 . T r apd oor ( pkS , skR, w) : T h e r e c e i v e r
randomly chooses t* ∈ ZP and then computes
Tw = (T1, T2 ) , w h e r e T1 = yH(w*) ⊕ e(X,
K )t*+y and T2 = e(X, t*K ).
6. Test (skS , S, Tw ) : For i ∈ {1,2,...,n} , the
server firstly computes T = T1 ⊕ T2 ∙ e(x K,
Y ) = yH(w*) . Then, the server checks if
H*[e(T, Ax )] = Zi. If so, output “yes” and “no
match”, otherwise.

3.3 Analysis of tSCF-MPEKS
The tSCF-MPEKS is vulnerable to the IKGA.
More specially, the server is able to execute Test
algorithm to search the relation between a
keyword in ciphertext and a keyword in
trapdoor. The details are introduced below.
Let the server be honest-but-curious. The server
receives a Trapdoor Tw = (T1, T2 ) from the
receiver and then computes T =
T1 ⊕ T2 ∙ e(x K, Y ) = yH(w). Next, the server
guesses an appropriate keyword w* and
calculates H(w*). After that, the server executes
one bilinear pairing operation to check if
e( pkR, H(w*)) = e(P, T ). The equation holds
for w* = w as e( pkR, H(w*)) = e(yP, H(w*))
= e(P, yH(w)) = e(P, T ) . O v e r a l l , t h e
malicious server could guess the correct
keyword by trial and error and therefore, tSCFMPEKS is not able to resist the IKGA.
4 P U B L I C K E Y A U T H E N T I C AT E D
ENCRYPTION WITH MULTI-KEYWORDS
SEARCH
4.1 Formal Definition for PAEMKS
In order to resist IKGA, the server should not
encrypt a keyword by itself. Huang and Li [20]
pointed out that keyword authentication is a
necessary step in PEKS algorithm. Therefore,
the malicious server is not able to launch
Keyword Guessing Attack to find the relation
between a keyword in ciphertext and a keyword
in trapdoor.
The new PAEMKS scheme below not only
resists IKGA but also enables users to search
encrypted files by the multiple keywords. The
details are introduced in the following.
1. Ke yG enP(1n ) : Input 1n and then produce a
global parameter gp.
2. Ke yG enSen(gp) : Input gp for creating the
sender’s public and private key ( pkSen, skSen ).
3. Ke yG enRec(gp) : Input gp for creating the
receiver’s public and private key ( pkRec, skRec ).
4. SCF − MPEKS(skSen, pkRec, W ) : Input skSen
and pkRec for creating a searchable ciphertext
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S = SCF − MPEKS(skSen, pkRec, W ) , w h e r e
the multiple keywords W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn ).
5. T r apd oor (skRec, pkSen, w) : Input pkSen and
skRec f o r c r e a t i n g a t r a p d o o r q u e r y
Tw = T r apd oor (skRec, pkSen, w) of a keyword
w.
6. Test (Tw, S, pkSen, pkRec ) : Input pkSen , pkRec ,
S = SCF − MPEKS(skSen, pkRec, W ) and Tw
= T rapdoor (skRec, pkSen, , w*). If W contains
w, output “yes” and “no match”, otherwise.
4.2 Security Models for PAEMKS
As discussed in tSCF-MPEKS [17] and PAEKS
[20], the proposed scheme is IND-CPA and
Trapdoor-IND-CPA. The IND-CPA and
Trapdoor-IND-CPA for PAEMKS scheme are
formally defined in the following.
Suppose A and E are an attacker and a
challenger respectively.
Game1: Ciphertext Indistinguishability
Setup: The challenger E calls Ke yG enP(1n ) ,
Ke yG enSen(gp) and Ke yG enRec(gp) to create
the global parameter gp , sender’s public and
private keys ( pkSen, skSen ) and receiver’s public
and private keys ( pkRec, skRec ) . After that, the
attacker A obtains gp , pkRec , pkSen and keeps
skRec, skSen from A .
Phase 1-1 (Queries): A sends the Trapdoor
Oracle OT and Ciphertext Oracle OC as many
times as possible to E.
Challenge: A deliveries a target keyword-vector
pair (W0, W1) to E for all W0 = (w01, w02
, . . . , w0n )
a n d W1 = (w11, w12, . . . , w1n ) .
Besides, W0 and W1 cannot be searched in Phase
1-1. Once E receives the target keyword-vector
pair, he/she calls SCF − MPEKS algorithm to
create a searchable ciphertext S = SCF−
MPEKS(skSen, pkRec, Wλ ) , where λ ∈ {0,1} .
Finally, A will receive S from E.
Phase 1-2 (Queries): A asks E for Trapdoor
Oracle OT and Ciphertext Oracle OC as many
times as in Phase 1-1, only if W ≠ W0, W1.
Guess: A outputs the guess λ* ∈ {0,1} and wins
Game1, if λ* = λ.

The advantage of A winning Game1 is in the
following:
IND−CPA
Ad vPAEMKS,
A(k) = | Pr[λ* = λ] − 1/2 | (1)
Therefore, the PAEMKS model can be regarded
a s I N D - C PA s e c u r e a s l o n g a s t h e
IND−CPA
Ad vPAEMKS,
A(k) is negligible.
Game2: Trapdoor Indistinguishability
Setup: The challenger E calls Ke yG enP(1n ) ,
Ke yG enSen(gp) and Ke yG enRec(gp) to create
the global parameter gp , sender’s public and
private keys ( pkSen, skSen ) and receiver’s public
and private keys ( pkRec, skRec ) . After that, the
attacker A obtains gp , pkRec , pkSen and keeps
skRec, skSen from A .
Phase 2-1 (Queries): A sends the Trapdoor
Oracle OT and Ciphertext Oracle OC as many
times as possible to E.
Challenge: A deliveries a target keyword pair
(w0, w1) to E . Note that none of w0 or w1 has
been queried in Phase 2-1. Once E receives the
target keyword pair, he/she calls T r apd oor
algorithm to create a trapdoor query Tw =
T r apd oor (skRec, pkSen, wλ ), where λ ∈ {0,1} .
Finally, A will receive Tw from E.
Phase 2-2 (Queries): A asks E for Trapdoor
Oracle OT and Ciphertext Oracle OC as many
times as in Phase 2-1, only if w ≠ w0, w1.
Guess: A outputs the guess λ* ∈ {0,1} and wins
Game2, if λ* = λ.
The advantage of A winning Game2 is in the
following:
Trap−IND−CPA
Ad vPAEMKS,
(k) = | Pr[λ* = λ] − 1/2 | (2)
A
Therefore, the PAEMKS model can be regarded
as Trapdoor-IND-CPA secure as long as the
Trap−IND−CPA
Ad vPAEMKS,
(k) is negligible.
A
4.3 The Construction for PAEMKS
1. Ke yG enP(1n ) : Consider G1 and GT are
additive cyclic group and multiplicative cyclic
group. P (P ≥ 2k) and g are a random generator
and an order of G1 respectively. A bilinear
pairing is a map e : G1 × G1 → GT . Suppose
H : {0,1}∘ → G1 is a particular hash function.
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The global parameter gp = {g, P, G1, GT , e, H}
is returned in the end.
2. Ke yG enSen(gp) : The sender randomly
chooses a ∈ ZP and then computes A = a P .
Therefore, the sender’s public key is pkSen = A
and the private key is skSen = a.
3. Ke yG enRec(gp) : The receiver randomly
chooses b ∈ ZP and then computes B = bP .
Therefore, the receiver’s public key is pkRec = B
and the private key is skRec = b.
4. SCF − MPEKS(skSen, pkRec, W ) : The sender
randomly chooses t ∈ ZP and W = (w1, w2, . . . ,
wn ) . Then, he/she computes a searchable
encryption S = (L, N1, N2, . . . , Nn ) = [t ⊕ pkRec
, e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w1), pkRec ∙ t), e(skSen ∙
H( pkSen, pkRec, w2 ), pkRec ∙ t), . . . , e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen,

pkRec, wn ), pkRec ∙ t)].
5. T r apd oor (skRec, pkSen, w) : The receiver
computes a trapdoor query Tw = e(skRec ∙
H( pkSen, pkRec, w), pkSen ).
6. Test (Tw, S, pkSen, pkRec ) : For i ∈ {1,2,...,n} ,
the server firstly calculates L ⊕ pkRec and then
checks whether T t = Ni or not.
4.4 The Correctness for PAEMKS
Suppose W and w* are a keyword-vector and
keyword in SCF − MPEKS and T r apd oor
algorithms respectively. The proposed scheme is
completely correct, only if W contains w* . The
details are provided in the following.
The server initially calculates L ⊕ pkRec =
t ⊕ pkRec ⊕ pkRec = t. And then, the server
checks whether T t = Ni.
For i ∈ {1,2,...,n},

T t = e(skRec ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w*), pkSen )t
= e(b ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w*), a P)t
= e(a ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w*), bP)t
= e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w*), pkRec ∙ t)
= Ni
Therefore, the algorithm is completely correct.

5 SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE
5.1 Security Analysis for PAEMKS
Game1: PAEMKS scheme is Ciphertext
Indistinguishability under BDH assumption in
G1.
Proof: Assuming that the PPT A breaks the
ciphertext privacy of PAEMKS with a nonnegligible advantage εC . Suppose that E takes
(g, P, G1, GT , e, x P, yP, z P ) as an input of BDH
assumption whose running time is bounded by T.
E’s aim is to calculate a BDH key e(P, P) x yz of
x P, yP and z P using A ’s IND-CPA.
Setup Simulation
E randomly chooses x, y ∈ ZP and then returns
x P and yP as the public keys ( pkSen, pkRec ) of
the sender and the receiver. Then, E generates a
common parameter cp = (g, P, G1, GT , e, H )
and transmits (cp, pkSen, pkRec ) to A .
Phase 1-1 Simulation (Queries)
For simplicity, three assumptions are introduced
as follows.
1. A requests at most qH , qT , qC to the hash
function query OH , the trapdoor query OT and
the ciphertext query OC respectively.
2. A does not repeat any above queries.
3. A is not able to query ( pkSen, w) to OT nor
( pkRec, w) to OC before searching ( pkSen, pkRec
, w) to OH.
The queries are simulated by E below.
For Hash Query OH:
When A issues a query for a tuple ( pkSen, pkRec
, wi ). To respond,
i. E randomly picks up a coin θi and then
1
computes Pr[θi = 0] = h + 1 .
ii. E randomly selects fi ∈ ZP . If θi = 0 , E will
calculate Fi = l P + fi P . If θi = 1 , E will
calculate Fi = fi P.
iii. E returns Fi as an answer to A and places
[( pkSen, pkRec, wi ), Fi, fi, θi ] into H _ List . The
H _ List is initially empty.
For Trapdoor Query OT:
When A issues a query for the trapdoor
corresponding to the keyword w . To respond, E
c o m p u t e s Tw = e( fi ∙ pkRec, pkSen ) = e(yF1,
pkSen ) = e(skRec ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w), pkSen ) ,
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where Tw is a correct trapdoor under the sender’s
public key and the receiver’s private key. After
that, E returns Tw to A.
For Ciphertext Query OC:
When A issues a query for the ciphertext
corresponding to the keyword w . To respond, E
randomly chooses t ∈ ZP and then computes
Nw = e( f1 ∙ pkSen, pkRec ∙ t) = e(x F1, pkRec ∙ t) =
e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w), pkRec ∙ t), where Nw
is a correct ciphertext under the sender’s private
key and the receiver’s public key. After that, E
returns Nw to A.
Challenge Simulation
A sends a keyword-vector pair (W*
0 , W*
1 ) to E ,
W*
=
(w
,
w
,
.
.
.
,
w
)
where
and
01 02
0n
0
W*
1 = (w11, w12, . . . , w1n ). It should be clear that
(yP, w*
0 ) and (yP, w*
1 ) cannot be queried by OT
while (x P, W*
0 ) and (x P, W*
1 ) cannot be queried
by OC. Then, E returns a searchable ciphertext S
in the following:
- E randomly selects i ∈ {1,2,...,n}.
- E calls the above algorithms to achieve two
* , θ*
*, θ*
tuples (w*
0i, F*
0i, f 0i
0i ) and (w*
1i, F*
1i, f 1i
1i ) .
If θ0 = θ1 = 1 , E will terminate the PAEMKS
system and will output “Suspension”.
Otherwise, E computes the ciphertext as follows:
- E recalls the above algorithms for simulating H
function at 2(n − 1) times to obtain two vectors
* , θ*
of tuples [(w*
01, F*
01, f 01
01), . . . , (w*
0i−1, F*
0i−1,
f 0i−1
* , θ*
* , θ*
0i−1), (w*
0i+1, F*
0i+1, f 0i+1
0i+1), . . . , (w*
0n, F*
0n,
f 0n
* , θ*
* , θ*
0n )] a n d [(w*
11, F*
11, f 11
11), . . . , (w*
1i−1,
F*
* , θ*
* , θ*
1i−1, f 1i−1
1i−1), (w*
1i+1, F*
1i+1, f 1i+1
1i+1), . . . ,
(w*
,
F*
,
f
*
,
θ*
)]
θ*
=
θ*
=
0
.
If
for all
1n 1n 1n 1n
0j
1j
j = 0,...,i − 1,i + 1,...,n, E will terminate the
PAEMKS system and will output “Suspension”.
Otherwise, E returns as follows:
-- E randomly chooses β ∈ {0,1}d.
-- E randomly chooses Jj ∈ {0,1}d and creates a
target SCF − MPEKS ciphertext S* = (L*,
N*
n ).
1 , N*
2 , . . . , N*
So, E selects t = z. Then, E calculates
S* = (L*, N*
n ) = [z ⊕ yP,
1 , . . . , N*
i−1, N*
i+1, . . . , N*
e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w*
1 ), pkRec ∙ t), . . . , e(skSen
∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w*
i−1), pkRec ∙ t), e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen,
pkRec, w*
i+1), pkRec ∙ t), . . . , e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec,
w*
),
pk
Rec ∙ t)].
β

Note that Nβ = e(skSen ∙ H( pkSen, pkRec, w*
β ),
pkRec ∙ t) = e(x H( pkSen, pkRec, w*
),
yP
∙
z)
=
β
e(x fi P, yP ∙ z) = e( fi P, P ) x yz.
Phase 1-2 Simulation (Queries)
A asks E for any queries as in Phase 1-1
Simulation (Queries), only if A does not issue
[( pkSen, w*
), ( pkSen, w*
)] to OT and [( pkRec,
0
1

W*
), ( pkRec, W*
)] to OC.
0
1
Guess
A outputs its guess β* ∈ {0,1} . If β = β* , E
outputs “yes” and “no match”, otherwise.

Analysis:
There are two events customising as follows:
E vent1: E does not stop during the Phase 1-1
and the Phase 1-2.
E vent 2: E does not stop during the Challenge
Simulation.
Claim 1: Pr[E vent1] ≥ (1 −

1
)qT +qC
h+1

(3)

Consider that A does not issue the same
1
keyword twice in OT and OC queries. So, h + 1 is
the probability causing E for suspension.
According to the previous definition, A queries
at most qT trapdoor queries and qC ciphertext
queries, the probability that E does not terminate
1
the PAEMKS system is at least (1 − h + 1 )qT +qC.
Claim 2: Pr [E ven t 2] ≥ ( h +1 1 ) ∙ ( h +h 1 )2(n−1) (4)
If θ0 = θ1 = 1 , the PAEMKS system will be
terminated by E during the Challenge
Simulation. So, the probability that E does not
1
s u s p e n d i s 1 − (1 − h + 1 )2 . B e s i d e s , i f
θ*
0j = θ*
1j = 0 for all j = 0,...,i − 1,i + 1,...,n , E
will also suspend here. Overall, the probability
that E does not terminate the PAEMKS system
during the Challenge Simulation is at least
(1 − h +1 1 )2} ≥ ( h +1 1 ) ∙ ( h +h 1 )2(n−1).
Let E vent be an event that E does not suspend
during the whole game. So, it is bounded by
Pr[E vent] = Pr[E vent1] ∙ Pr[E vent 2] =
1
1
h
(1 − h + 1 )qT +qC ∙ ( h + 1 ) ∙ ( h + 1 )2(n−1)
If h + 1 = qT + qC , the Pr[E vent] will obtain
the maximum value. Therefore,
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Pr[E vent] =

1
e

∙(q

which is approximately
thus non-negligible.

qT + qC − 1 2(n−1)
)
,
qT + qC
1
equal to e(q + q ) and
T
C

1
)
T + qC

∙(

Overall, the probability that E guessing the
correct bit β is
Pr[β′ = β ] = Pr[β′ = β ∧ Pr[E vent]] + Pr[β′ = β ∧
Pr[E vent]] = Pr[β′ = β ∣ Pr[E vent]]Pr[E vent]+
Pr[β′ = β ∣ Pr[E vent]]Pr[E vent] =
1
)
2

1
2

1
2

∙ (1 − Pr[E vent])

+(εC + ∙ Pr [E ven t] = + εC ∙ Pr [E ven t].
1
If εC is non-negligible, so is | Pr[β′ = β ] − | .
2

Game2: PAEMKS scheme is Trapdoor
Indistinguishability under BDH assumption in
G1.
Proof: Assuming that the PPT A breaks the
trapdoor privacy of PAEMKS with a nonnegligible advantage εT . Suppose that E takes
(g, P, G1, GT , e, x P, yP, z P) as an input of BDH
assumption whose running time is bounded by T.
E’s aim is to calculate a BDH key e(P, P) x yz of
x P, yP and z P using A ’s Trapdoor-IND-CPA.
Setup Simulation
E randomly chooses x, y ∈ ZP and then returns
x P and yP as the public keys ( pkSen, pkRec ) of
the sender and the receiver. Then, E generates
the common parameter cp = (g, P, G1, GT ,
e, H ) and transmits (cp, pkSen, pkRec ) to A.
Phase 2-1 Simulation (Queries)
For simplicity, three assumptions are introduced
below.
1. A requests at most qH , qT , qC to the hash
function query OH , the trapdoor query OT and
the ciphertext query OC respectively.
2. A does not repeat any above queries.
3. A is not able to query ( pkSen, w) to OT nor
( pkRec, w) to OC before searching ( pkSen, pkRec
, w) to OH.
The queries are simulated by E below.
For Hash Query OH , Trapdoor Query OT and
Ciphertext Query OC , E answers the same way
as in the proof of Game1.
Challenge Simulation
A sends the keyword pair (w*
0 , w*
1 ) to E . It
should be clear that [(yP, w*
0 ) , (yP, w*
1 ) ] cannot

be queried by OT and [(x P, W*
0 ), (x P, W*
1)]
cannot be queried by OC . Then, E returns the
challenge trapdoor Tw in the following:
- If θ0 = θ1 = 1 , E will terminate the PAEMKS
system and will output “Suspension”.
Otherwise, E computes the trapdoor as follows:
- Tβ = M ∙ e(x P, yP ) fi . If M = e(P, P ) x yz , then
Tβ = e(P, P) x y(z+fi ) = e(Fi, (x y)P ). If M is a
random element of GT, so is Tβ.
Phase 2-2 Simulation (Queries)
A asks E for any queries as in Phase 2-1
Simulation (Queries), only if A does not issue
[( pkSen, w*
), ( pkSen, w*
)] to OT and [( pkRec,
0
1

W*
)( pkRec, W*
)] to OC.
0
1
Guess
A outputs its guess β* ∈ {0,1} . If β = β* , E
outputs “yes” and “no match”, otherwise.

Analysis
There are two events customising as follows:
E vent 3: E does not stop during the Phase 2-1
and the Phase 2-2.
E vent4: E does not stop during the Challenge
Simulation.
Claim 3: Pr[E vent 3] ≥ (1 −

1
)qT +qC
h+1

(5)

The proof of Claim 3 is same as the proof of
Claim 1, so it is omitted here.
1

Claim 4: Pr[E vent4] ≥ 1 − (1 − h + 1 )2 (6)
If θ0 = θ1 = 1 , E will terminate the PAEMKS
system during the Challenge Simulation. So,
the probability that E does not suspend is
1
1 − (1 − h + 1 )2.
Suppose E vent′ is an event that E
not stop during the whole game. So, it is

does

bounded by Pr[E vent′] = Pr[E vent 3] ∙
Pr[E vent4] = (1 − h +1 1 )qT +qC ∙ (1 − (1 − h +1 1 )2 )
If

1
h+1

=1−

qT + qC

qT + qC + 2

, the Pr[E vent′] will

obtain the maximum value. Therefore,
q +q
Pr[E vent′] = ( q T+ q C+ 2 )(qT +qC )/2 ∙ q
T

C

2

T + qC + 2

,
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which is approximately equal to
thus non-negligible.

2
e(qT + qC )

and

Overall, the probability that E guessing the
correct bit β is
Pr[β′ = β ] = Pr[β′ = β ∧ Pr[E vent′]] + Pr[β′ = β ∧
Pr[E vent′]] = Pr[β′ = β ∣ Pr[E vent′]]Pr[E vent′]+
Pr[β′ = β ∣ Pr[E vent′]]Pr[E vent′] =

+(εT +

1
)
2

∙ Pr[E vent′] =

1
2

1
2

Table 2 below compares the computation
efficiency between the proposed scheme
(PAEMKS) and its counterparts.
TABLE 2. Comparison of Computation Efficiency
between PAEMKS and its counterparts

∙ (1 − Pr[E vent′])

+ εT ∙ Pr[E vent′]
1

If εT is non-negligible, so is | Pr[β′ = β ] − 2 | .

5.2 Performance and Efficiency for PAEMKS
This part presents a comparison of security
between the proposed scheme (PAEMKS) and
the other several PEKS schemes (PEKS[3],
S C F - P E K S [ 5 ] , d P E K S [ 9 ] , PA E K S [ 2 0 ] ,
MPEKS[5], SCF-MPEKS[16] and tSCFMPEKS[17]). In addition, the performance of
the proposed scheme is also described in this
section.
TABLE 1. Comparison of Functionalities between
PAEMKS and its counterparts

According to Table 2, the symbols E , H and P
are the abbreviation of a modular exponentiation,
a collision resistant hash function and a bilinear
pairing respectively. Besides, Nu m denotes the
number of keywords for searching. The PAEKS
and proposed schemes which resist IKGA have
the similar efficiency in Trapdoor algorithm. But
the proposed scheme has better computation
efficiency in Test algorithm than PAEKS scheme
mainly because it only executes one modular
exponentiation.
Table 3 summarised the communication
efficiency between the proposed scheme
(PAEMKS) and its counterparts.

CT Ind, Trap Ind, MS and IKGA are the
abbreviation of Ciphertext Indistinguishability,
Trapdoor Indistinguishability, Multi-keywords
Search and Inside Keyword Guessing Attack
respectively. As seen from Table 1, the proposed
scheme is more secure compared with the others.
More specially, all of them excepting the
proposed scheme and PAEKS are vulnerable to
IKGA. Although PAEKS scheme prevents
IKGA, it only aims for solving single keyword
search problem instead of supporting multiple
keywords search so that it may not be applied to
the general public networks. To conclude, the
proposed scheme has better performance and
greater security than its counterparts.

TABLE 3. Comparison of Communication Efficiency
between PAEMKS and its counterparts

According to Table 3, the symbols of |G1| and
|GT| devote the length of element in group G1
and GT . Besides, n and Nu m denote the length
of security parameter and the number of
keywords for searching. It is easy to see that the
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Table 4 below summarised the simulation
platform of PAEMKS scheme. Note that the
proposed scheme is programmed by JAVA and
JPBC Library [25].

but also incorporates with the advantages
of User Authentication technique and Ciphertext
Indistinguishability and Trapdoor
Indistinguishability so that it is able to prevent
IKGA. Therefore, the PAEMKS scheme is a
secure, practical and cost-saving system. In
addition, the efficiency and performance of the
PAEMKS system is described by both theoretical
analysis and computer simulations of 1000
times. Note that every 100 times is called one
round. Furthermore, side channel analysis will
be considered to PEKS in future works.

TABLE 4. Simulation platform for PAEMKS
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of Computer Simulation between the
tSCF-MPEKS and the PAEMKS Schemes
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1 ABSTRACT
In this paper, we expand upon the robust
security mechanisms of XML data. There are
many methodologies for XML security, such
as XML encryption and XML signature, which
are W3C recommendations. Although these
methods meet the XML security standard, they
do not signify that any XML data is secure or
unbreachable. XML vulnerabilities are among
OWASP's top-ten security risks by XML
External Entity or XXE attacks. Therefore,
many researchers have devised their
mechanisms to increase protection for XML
data, by either improving known methods or
creating their own to improve XML security
from attackers. Combining methods is also an
option, creating layers of protection. Even if
an attacker can penetrate one layer, another
layer creates a stricter barrier for the attacker
to achieve any malicious attack. Blueprint Key
(BK) is our novel XML method to provide that
extra layer of protection. BK separates XML
data from structure, making the structure as
important as the content. What makes BK so
unique is the fact that the key itself is another
XML file. Results show that encryption and
decryption speed are very minimal and that
adding it to any process increases security for
XML data.

2 KEYWORDS
XML, XML Encryption, XML Signature,
Steganography, Asymmetric Encryption,
Symmetric Encryption, Caesar Cipher,
Vigenère Cipher.

3 INTRODUCTION

XML is a data structure applied across many
platforms and frameworks. An XML file may
contain sensitive data such as personal,
account, statement, or banking information.
Thus, XML security enforcement is essential
to ensure the protection of any sensitive data.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
XML security standards are XML encryption
and XML signature. XML encryption protects
the content of a file while XML signature
serves to maintain authentication or integrity.
Both methods deal with applying special XML
elements, such as EncryptedData or
SignatureInfo, performing their desired
function. Many researchers have their
algorithms, concealing, or reconstructing data
unrecognizable or unreadable through
encryption. Therefore, implementing known
methods such as Caesar or Vigenère Cipher is
not uncommon. However, these techniques, as
well as XML encryption and signature, have
been defeated before. They are exposing
weakness in XML, leading to XML security
containing vulnerabilities. Considering XML
is a widely used data structure, recognizing the
vulnerabilities as an issue merited a rank on
OWASP's top-ten security risks. Hence, it is
crucial to implement and update XML security
methods to ensure sensitive data is protected.
Blueprint Key (BK) is our proposed
method to secure the XML structure by
rendering it unrecognizable. Most encryption
methods contain a central algorithm, math
techniques, and other data structures to
reconstruct or hide data. With BK, the central
algorithm or key is another XML file where
the original structure or specific data have
their particular locations marked on the BK
XML file. This makes the BK File key crucial
in encrypting and decrypting any file
regarding BK methods. BK's main positive
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effect is separating data from structure or
making the data and structure unrecognizable
from each other. Merging techniques may
increase security but also take a toll on speed.
Understanding the importance of speed vs.
security is essential in order to obtain the
proper balance. The primary purpose of BK is
to enhance an XML security process. In doing
so, BK becomes merely another security layer
which serves to increase the protection of
XML data. Steganography is the practice of
concealing information such as a message,
image, or audio within a separate file to avoid
detection. BK is a form of steganography in
that it hides XML structure and content using
a separate file. What makes BK so unique is
its crucial reliance on another XML file. In
this paper, we discuss past methods along with
their advantages and their disadvantages. We
explain the benefits and risks of Blueprint Key
methods as well as how to utilize it, as there
are different approaches for doing so. We then
describe our results and make comparisons to
past works, concluding with summarizing how
Blueprint Key can be a great addition to any
XML security process.

4 PAST METHODS
Taflan I. Gündem, et al. in [1] introduce their
technique, XML structure encryption. The
general idea here is to possess two keys; one to
encrypt elements and values and another to
encrypt the XML structure. The structure can
be encrypted by using a relational schema and
tables to record the information. The field key
algorithm uses CBC mode, meaning two
similar elements, like a parent ID, can be
encrypted to have different values. Another
method would be to create a structure ID or
str-ID. Decrypting would require this
information to reconstruct and obtain the
original structure. Doing so would indicate
that the recorded information is the structure
key, while any other added encryption method
for the content would indicate another key.
This causes a separation of content from
structure, halving the entire original file. If the
content key was a known method that had
been breached before, such as XML
encryption, then an attacker would still need
the structure information to have the entire
file. XML structure encryption makes the

structure of an XML file just as crucial as its
content. Therefore, protection for both is
needed, which in the end requires two keys:
the structure key and the content-encryption
key.
Keiko et al in [2] explains in-depth
XML encryption and symmetric encryption.
Symmetric encryption uses the same key for
both encryption and decryption. A sender uses
a function (E) and a key (k) to encrypt the
message (M) to produce the ciphertext (C).
C = Ek(M)

(1)

The receiver then takes the ciphertext(C), a
function (D), and the same key (k) to obtain
the message (M).
M = Dk(C)

(2)

XML encryption supports symmetric
encryption, in which XML elements are
involved in containing the encryption method
and properties such as the key. The data to be
encrypted is usually serialized beforehand,
such that the data is converted into octlets.
Then, after choosing an algorithm and a key,
the cipher data is then in XML format. This
procedure is all carried out in XML
encryption, but the principal of symmetric
encryption is the primary intent. Therefore, the
same benefits and weaknesses of symmetric
encryption apply to XML encryption. For
instance, one advantage is that any user who
possesses the key can encrypt and decrypt as
they please. Of course, this is also a
disadvantage in that an attacker who obtains
the key may perform malicious activities to the
XML. Evidently, XML encryption isn't
completely secure, thus, implementing our BK
method after XML encryption is a great
addition that serves to increase XML security.
A. A. Abd El-Aziz, et al. in [3] create
their own roadmap of XML signature and
encryption for future work and research. They
illustrate how XML signature can be a solution
for falsification while ensuring authentication
and integrity. XML signature has various
different signature approaches such as
detaching signature, enveloped signature, and
an enveloping signature. A detached signature
refers to having data separated by signature as
opposed to having it all in one document. An
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enveloped signature refers to a signature being
a part of the document. An enveloping
signature refers to signed data being contained
within itself. XML signature is suitable for
distribution in the network ecosystem. A
combination of XML signature and encryption
has been carried out before but has also been
broken in the past.
N. Nithin, et al. in [4] address the
drawback of computation time in RSA
asymmetric encryption algorithms, proposing
a new encryption method for XML files called
XML Batch Multi-Prime RSA (XBMRSA).
Asymmetric cryptography has two keys, a
public and private key. The public key is well
known, meaning many users can produce their
own ciphertexts, whereas the private key is
known only to few and is used to decrypt the
secret information. Asymmetric RSA deals
with choosing two prime numbers, preferably
at random to ensure security. It then employs a
module function that is used for decryption as
well. In XBMRSA, for any integer r ≥ 2, key
generation is defined by letting N be a product
of r, which is randomly chosen from distant
primes p1, p2, ... pr. Thus, the pair (N, e) is
used for the public key, while (N, d) is used
for the private key. This results in the same
equation for encryption and decryption for
RSA. When r = 2, only two prime numbers are
used, much as in the original RSA algorithm.
However, when r > 2, there are multiple
primes in the modulus N. This r creates the
difference between RSA and XBMRSA. The
purpose of XBMRSA is to decrease the
drawback of computation time in RSA. After
testing with multiple XML files, the
computation time was decreased and more
efficient than with RSA.
Ankita, et al. in [5] describe how they
improved the security in Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) in web service using XML
encryption and Signature. They explain the
concept of XML encryption units such as the
whole document, one element, one element
value, or binary value outside of the XML
document. Using these different units and the
method itself improves upon the security of
the message. Much like XML encryption,
XML signature also uses elements, thus
allowing an encrypted file to be signed for
authentication and integrity. They also
mention an XML Certificate, which also

improves upon the security of a message. It
consists of the certificate name, version, serial
number, and validity. They give an overview
of how W3C standards can be used to secure a
message system. There are many instances and
is much research on how to break the
standards in the W3C recommendations, such
as in [6] and [7]. Both show how these
elements for XML encryption and XML
signature can be exploited. This is due to how
flexible XML can be in general. XML
typically contains elements such as nodes,
specifically text element nodes, and attributes.
There are many ways to utilize these elements
using our proposed BK method.
Alberto, et al. in [8] propose a security
framework for XML schemas. They mainly
focused on healthcare information to facilitate
the exchange of this information via the
Continuity of Care Record (CCR). CCR is
used for storing and managing medical tests,
scans, diagnoses, and/or patient data. Their
objective was to have information displayed
differently depending on a user's authorization,
thus generating a customizable access control
security tool. This policy can also be enforced
during runtime to ensure that the correct data
is displayed and is secure. This method is
similar to that of our BK in that the schemas
need to recognize elements using identifiers.
Identifiers are necessary to use the schemas
and present the data correctly to the user's
permission. This research is a fair comparison
for BK in a real-world application.
Ari, et al. in [9] present a model
prototype of how to include security in the
exchange of data. A message sent by the web
service can be altered so that the structure is
changed at the risk of not even being sent at
all. For this study, the researchers built a
system comprising of a web service that uses
XML encryption and RSA cryptography. They
designed it so that every request is
authenticated and confidential and the XML
data communicating between the client and the
webserver is safe (encrypted). Decryption
occurs when data is requested by a user using
the private key and public key with RSA.
Results showed that their design and
implementation addressed the security issued
with authorization, authentication, and
confidentiality. However, the key exchange
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was limited; therefore, the key exchange needs
more protection.
V. Shanmughaneethi, et al. in [10]
explain how XPath injection, which is similar
to SQL injection, can be a useful technique
employed by an attacker to obtain some
information and perform a successful attack.
They're proposing an approach to detect XPath
injections during runtime by intercepting and
parsing expressions for inputs. Similar to SQL
injection counters, strong input validation,
parameterized queries, and custom errors are
common ways to prevent XPath injection. But
these methods aren't sufficient to be fully
secured against XPath injection. Their
proposed method therefore includes an XPath
Injection Vulnerability Detector (PXpathV) so
that any inputs run through the module are
also evaluated with the XPath Expression
Scanner. Using the scanner during runtime
allows any generated queries to be intercepted
before they reach the database server. The next
module is the XPath Expression Analyze
module which detects vulnerabilities. After
catching a query, the analyzer stores them in
an XML document which is used to test for
vulnerabilities. The last module is XQuery
validation, one of the most effective
techniques, which uses XML schema to define
and validate an XML document's structure.
They found that the time difference with or
without the inclusion of the PXPathV module
was very minimal. Due to the possibilities
without the PXPathV module, they found their
methods to be successful such that
vulnerabilities are breached in no time.

information. The encrypted file has the actual
content or hidden structure. The BK file serves
as the blueprint of the original file and
contains the instructions to obtain the original
function.
There are many instances and is much
research on how to break the standards in the
W3C recommendations, such as in [5] and [6].
Both show how these elements for XML
encryption and XML signature can be
exploited due to how flexible XML can be in
general. XML typically contains elements
such as nodes, specifically text element nodes,
and attributes. There are many ways to utilize
these elements using our proposed BK
method. Here we outline two methods for
doing so when encrypting or recording the
XML file structure and content while we are
halving the original file to create the BK key
file and the encryption/decryption file.

Figure 1: Adding BK into the encrypting process
leads to the same result.

5 PROPOSED METHOD:
BLUEPRINT KEY
Blueprint Key (BK) is our proposed method,
its primary purpose a flexible addition to an
encryption process. The inspiration for BK
was derived from a combination of XML
structure
encryption
(XMLSE)
and
steganography. It encrypts the crucial structure
information while hiding the contents using
another XML file. BK creates another key
much like in XMLSE, such that the original
file is split into two different ones. This data is
recorded within the BK file itself, which is
therefore required to retrieve the actual

Figure 2: Simplified decision making for BK.

Figure 1 shows that you can decide
when to use the BK method at any point and it
would produce the same result. Adding other
factors is also possible. Figure 2 is a simplified
process compared to Figure 1, where adding
BK is as simple as including it in either a step
before or after encryption.
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to us if it’s placement or the actual data being
used.

Figure 3: Method 1, separating the XML data from
structure.

Method 1, which is similar to
XMLSE, extracts and encrypts both the
content and structure, resulting in two keys or
recorded information. The encrypted file then
serves as a file containing identifiers or
symbols that pinpoints the location of the
content. The structure key and BK file are
integral for placing the content. Without the
content information, there wouldn't be any
valuable information. As you can see in Figure
3, Method 1 separates data from structure.
This makes structure just as important as the
content. Thus, two keys are created instead of
one when encrypting and decrypting.

Both methods are flexible when using
identifiers. Texts, attributes, or the nodes
themselves can indicate where the identifiers
are placed—creating multiple ways to have the
data and structure recorded. Both methods deal
with an encrypted file, yet method 1 has the
data hidden somewhere in the contents of
another file while method 2 has the contents
removed and recorded. Regardless, both
methods require the BK file to be either
mapped to the contents of the original file or
located in the same place as the original
contents. In addition, BK can have different
keys (files) mapped to the desired file as well
as choose the placement file that will hide the
original file.

Figure 5. Example of an attacker.

Figure 6. Example of how splitting data from
structure limits the attacker from succeeding.

Figure 4. Method 2 (steganography) hiding the file
in another file.

Method 2 hides the XML file in
another XML file. This can be done by adding
random data around the actual content or
moving the elements to different locations in
the placement file. Therefore, the BK file
identifies the location of the actual content. In
Figure 4, the file contents marked in red are
hidden in the placement file. Just as with
steganography, the content is hidden within
other content. This is a form of BK encryption,
where the Blueprint Key file is needed in order
to determine which data is the correct data.
This makes it possible to use the placement
data as an indicator if any data has been used.
For example, if the placement file contains its
own indicators, any leaked data may indicate

Both methods allow the content to be
randomized, ensuring that the structure cannot
be traced back without the BK key file. Figure
5 demonstrates a simple example of how an
attacker can succeed in an attack. While
Figure 6 demonstrates this with the same
process, the attacker can still launch an attack
but only with half the data. The attacker will
need to continue in order to get the original
file.
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Figure 9. An example of the encrypted Blueprint
file.

.
Figure 7. An example of a test XML file’s content.

Figure 7 shows how the test file
contents are being presented. It is a simple
XML file that contains basic student
information, such as first and last name. All
the test files contain similar content as the
most important aspects are the size of the files
as well as how the data is being manipulated.

Figure 9 shows an example of how the
first name, the desired target, is removed from
the file, but replaced with an identifier for that
specific node. These symbols can also be
randomized, so that if an attacker obtains the
extracted information key, they would need
the Blueprint key file in order to make sure the
correct data is placed into the correct location.

Figure 8 An example of how a Blueprint Key file
would look.

Figure 8 is an example of how an
XML Blueprint key file would look. The root
element “students” is noticeable, as only
students are the target. If the target was a more
specific element such as first or last name,
then the key would appear to have the
“student” elements but have the identifier in
the place of the desired target.

Figure 10. Sample code of how to parse through an
XML document, inserting the key identifiers into
the encrypted file once the target element has been
found.

Figure 10 displays the code for how
the XML data is read using recursion methods
to parse each node. In the function setEle(), if
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the element target are nodes, the code checks
if the node name equals the target element. If
it does, then this code inserts the keyinfo
representation in that targets’ place,
consequently placing that specific information
location in the structure. There are multiple
ways to read through XML data and Figure 1
is but one of many.

data, once a target node, attribute, or text
element is found, it is replaced with a random
generated symbol. This is also placed within
the Blueprint Key file. The outcome is a
Blueprint encrypted file, which still has some
data information, depending on how far the
data was extracted. Since BK deals with
parsing the entire file to create both the key
and encrypted file, we tested XML files up to
1.5MB in size with Caeser and Vigenère
Ciphers. Both these methods are well known
and each are used to encrypt every XML
element with the testing XML data.

1MB Comparsion
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000

Figure 11. Sample code of saving the XML content
in an ArrayList.

800
600
400
200

Figure 11 mostly relates to Method 1
which separates the structure and the content.
This function, setInfo(), uses a class called
KeyNode and an ArrayList to record the
information. The KeyNode is a class that has a
node and a string. Thus, we can create
different strings, and while we capture target
nodes, create KeyNode to map string symbols
to the node representation. Method 2 is simply
extracting information which can be done
however the developer pleases. At the end, the
BK file key contains these symbols/identifiers
that pinpoint the original location of said target
node.
This separation of structure and
content is what makes BK a flexible proposed
method. There are different ways to carry out
this method, but the most important part is
determining how to map the structure with the
content using the Blueprint Key file.

0
BK

Caeser
Nodes

Attribute

Vigenère
Text

Table 1. A 1MB Comparison encryption time
between Blueprint, Caeser, and Vigenère ciphers.

According to Table 1, BK encryption
speeds are similar to that of Vigenère, but
Caeser provided much faster speeds when
dealing with encrypting the file. The
decryption speed for these files are closely
related to encryption speed; therefore, this
chart resembles decryption speed as well as
encryption speed. Using different element
approaches for BK did not affect the
encryption speed at all, whereas for the other
two methods, there is variance when using the
different elements.

Adding BK
3500
3000

6 TESTING

2500
2000

The test is done using Java language, using
w2c packages such Element, Node, NodeList
and Document. While parsing through XML
files, the content is recorded using an
ArrayList caring a custom class called
KeyNode. While parsing through the XML

1500
1000
500
0
BK

BK + Caeser
Nodes

Attribute

BK + Vigenère
Text
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Table 2. A 1MB Comparison encryption time
between Blueprint alone, BK + Caeser, and BK +
Vigenère.

BK vs XMLSE
4.5
4
3.5

According to Table 2, adding the BK
method to the known Caeser and Vigenère
methods causes the number of milliseconds to
at least double by comparison to the unlayered methods. Evidently, layering with BK
increases the amount of time needed to
encrypt, which is to be expected as BK serves
as an additional process. This feat requires that
an attacker need even more time to breach
through the processes with BK, not only
because it acts as an additional layer, but also
because BK is a new method.

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1KB

2KB

4KB
BK

8KB

XMLSE

Table 4. A comparison between Blueprint and
XML structure encryption.

When comparing the Blueprint results
(in milliseconds) to the XML structure results
in Table 3 (in seconds), a vast difference is
noticeable as the file size gets larger, which is
evident in Table 4. This difference is due to
how the structure is handled. In [1] they create
Stc-ID fields and then have to record the data
with the content reference. They have to take a
larger portion of the file in order to completely
extract the information, encrypt it, and then
produce an encrypted file. With Blueprint
Key, the structure is represented with the key
file. Therefore, the Blueprint process recorded
less information while still maintaining the
structure to content relationship despite the
separation. This shows the benefits of using
the Blueprint key method of recording the
structure instead of recording all information
with the content id in a table as well.

Target speeds

Table 3. Results from [1] determined using XML
structure encryption.

1640
1620
1600

Table 3 is from [1] wherein the
authors
shared
their
results
when
implementing their method and the
corresponding response times.

1580
1560
1540
1520
Nodes

Attribute
Student

Text

Lastname

Table 5. A target speeds comparison boasting a
larger content target vs a specific lower content
target.

The test not only dealt with file size
but also with target encryption. The test files
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all contained student information for the
example test. The target was either the entire
student information node or only their last
name. According to Figure 3, using the entire
student information node as the target was a
lot faster than using only their last name as the
target. This is due to the search value of the
targets. For instance, the student node occurd
first when parsing though the XML file. The
last name, on the other hand, is a deeper node
when searching through the file, therefore it
stands to reason that it takes longer to search
for a deeper level node within an XML
structure.
The manner in which the Blueprint
Key can be created relies on how flexible
access to the elements are. There are many
languages which have frameworks that support
XML and give various ways to parse XML
data. Comparing Blueprint with the known
Caesar and Vigenère Ciphers can show how
the speed of encryption time remains more or
less consistent using our method. Comparing it
to the method of XML structure encryption
results from [1], the time to do this takes way
less since the structure blueprint is recorded on
the XML Blueprint key file.
Using the well-known Caeser and
Vigenère ciphers was for speed comparison.
The end result was Blueprint encryption taking
longer milliseconds to both ciphers. This is
due to the file changing the representation of
the elements. Blueprint Key has the same
outcome but also takes time to record the data.
Comparing results with [1] where we found
the results to be a big difference, [1] recorded
their time in seconds, while our Blueprint
results were in milliseconds. This could be due
to the difference in testing approaches but the
method for [1] also used relational DTD. Their
field key algorithm always used CBC mode,
creating different outcomes for the same
values. But with an evaluation of comparison
speeds, Blueprint key was still far slower than
results from [1]. This shows that the difference
between recording the data structure with
another file instead of recording the data can
make a difference as the file size increases.

7 CONCLUSION

The known standards for XML security are
W3C recommendations XML encryption and
XML signature. The longer a method has
existed and been implemented, the more
chances and time an attacker has to break it.
Therefore, new or improved methods must be
created and performed—new steps or
combinations for an encryption process. In the
past methods stated, we learned how the W3C
standards are still being used but others are
implanting improved or newer methods.
Blueprint Key (BK) acts as this extra step and,
in doing so, adds an additional layer of
security when protecting an XML file. It
proves to add more robustness whether the
data is first encrypted and then BK methods
are used, or vice versa. BK serves as a great
addition because it is such a flexible one. The
inspiration for our newly proposed BK
stemmed from steganography research, as well
as [7]. Our proposed Blueprint Key method
works as follows: it regards XML structure as
crucial information and, as a result, hides it in
another XML file. In addition, a BK file is also
generated which is required to decrypt or
reconstruct the original file. Blueprint key is as
flexible as XML itself, given that this method
can be done in many different ways, using the
XML elements as an advantage. As well as
separating content from structure, this
provides more complex methods for an
attacker to break through. Results show that as
the file size increases, so too does the process
speed. But seeing how minimal the process
speed is, the use of Blueprint Key as a layer
won’t significantly add to the overall process
speed. Thus, it is ultimately another key or
another layer of protection that can be used to
protect XML data.

8 FUTURE WORK
Future work could focus on finding an
efficient way to use identifiers to record the
placement and location of the original data. It
could also focus on finding a different way of
recording the data with another identifier
method or finding another file or medium for
disguising the file. Blueprint Key doesn't have
to be the primary or lone method used, but it
should be the go-to method employed when
trying to increase the security or protection of
an XML file (which contains sensitive data) in
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an attempt to extend our work. Blueprint Key
method has plenty of potential, if not to be
improved but to inspired new ways for XML
Security. We hope that Blueprint Key inspires
new and innovative ways to protect XML
files.
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ABSTRACT
It has been almost 10 years since IPv6 was

possible without IPv6. Security has become

supposed to become the de facto Internet of

tighter and more and more people are

the world. Indifference and incomprehensive

embracing the protocol. At the end of

have

Obama administration every organization in

prevailed.

Many

universities,

organizations have not reached this goal yet.

the

US

should

have

been

using

it.

It is everybody’s hope and wish that soon,

Unfortunately this did not happen. We

this will happen. The benefits that it has

believe that now the time is right for IPv6 to

created and will keep bringing upon the

come on board now.

whole world are numerous. Among those,

Keywords

the whole advent and evolution of Internet

IoT ( internet of everything), WoT( Web of

of Things (IoT) the Web of Things (WoT)

Everything), 5G ( fifth generation),

and closer to us the advent of the 5G that

IPV4 ( internet protocl version 4, IPV6

organization is fighting for would not be

(internet protocol version 6)

For a long time, the protocol to access

The catalyst for this change revolves around

internet in the world has been thru IPv4. It

the introduction of China and India into the

still remains IPv4 even though great effort

scene. With more than 2 billion people

has been made to change the course of this.

accessing the internet the consortium of
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Internet has found it more and more difficult

emerging and taking place. Only the mighty

to keep up with the number of people

few including Google, Microsoft, Cisco

involved in the concert of media. Just like

have been able to take advantage of the new

the telephone gurus has changed its course

IPv6 structure and go ahead with it. If IPv6

by creating more number for the users, the

is the de facto standard for the new

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

generation of computers, why are only a few

finds itself in a difficult situation to allocate

companies taking full advantage of it? The

an address for each user. Although the day

answers probably lie between the issues, the

for the inauguration of IPv6 has come and

implication and the benefits that IPv6

gone, most companies find it difficult to

propose to establish to dismantle the reign of

keep pace with the gadgets using IPv6

IPv6.

ISSUES WITH IPv6
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As Mr. Warfield explains it in his article

that allow dynamic renumbering, multiple

“Security Implication of IPv6”, IPv6 is

addresses and transition periods which ease

supposed to be the “next generation”

the transition between the addresses prefixes

Internet Protocol and is the designed

[18].

successor of IPv4 [18]. IPv6 is available for

shortcomings presented are addressed and

anybody who is already using IPv4. Because

many securities enhance features will be

of insufficient number of addresses that

present in IPv6. The author emphasizes that

meet the future need of people, IPv6 comes

IPsec was “back ported into IPv4”.

into play. It is no longer experimental as it

huge amount of addresses space will “create

has been for the last several years [18].

a barrier to comprehensive vulnerability

Essentially because IPv4 limits to “future

scanning”. [18]

growth” constraint of 32 bit address field,

Many intruders will evade detecting by

technique like the

Network Address

security scanning and IDS detection through

Translation, IPv6 came to the scene with its

communication tunnels. [15] Trojans horse

overabundance of 128 bits address fields

program as well as assorted malicious codes

that can provide

can easily evade most IPv6 unaware security

up to 6.5 x 10^23

Because of this inheritance, the

addresses for every square meter of the

and

Earth surface [4].

because the IDS must go penetrate deeper

Some of the problems that IPv6 presents

into the packet to analyze the traffic.

coms directly from IPv4 itself.

That

Because of the Neighbor discovery Protocol

includes the renumbering of IPv4 networks

(NDP) the hosts which are compromised

which

will advertise the routes and forward IPv6

is

addressed

through

transition

vulnerability

scanning

The

programs

mechanisms and auto configuration methods
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traffic back thru themselves for the entire

include

network behind the firewalls. [18]

organization security plan, the attacker will

Another issue represents the mapping of the

have an easier time since a host that has

External Unique Identifier ( EUI).With the

global IPv6 addresses will provide

auto configuration which is native to IPV6

environment that will facilitate an attack at

only, mapping can be done that would reveal

the network level. [8]

the

the

Other issues such the Neighbor Discovery

connectivity through EUI mapping. The

(ND) and the Stateless Address auto

router and the serial connectivity linkage

configuration will eventually cause IP

could be revealed also because the PPP end

packets to flow to unexpected states, causing

points often inherits from the system

denial of services. Neighbor Discovery (ND)

network

an

is simply a replacement for ARP, and

attacker can find potentially the make and

stateless auto-configuration which allows an

the model of a remote machine and use the

IPv6 host to be configured automatically

information to target attacks. This is where

when connected to an IPv6 network.

the cryptographic algorithm comes into play

Because of the neighbor discovery, packets

to mitigate the risk by using non-predictable

which are destined for a certain node can be

addresses or assigning the address by using

intercepted and modified by a different

DHPVPv6. [8]

node. This is being mitigated by the IPsec,

Unless certain steps are taken to mitigate the

AH and RFC 3756("RFC 3756," 2004) to

risk of attack such as to disable any IPv6

secure corporate intranets, public wireless

equipment, to detect and block IPv6 tunnel

access networks and pure ad hoc network.

traffic at the network perimeter and to

[8]

network

infrastructure

interface.

[18]

or

Therefore,

IPv6

usage policies in the

an
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To understand better the problems created

IPv6 is going and the different problems,

by the introduction of IPv6 as a replacement

and issues it presents to the academia and

for IPv4, it is paramount to compare both

the industry. We should look at the methods

protocols and

of connectivity, the usage statistics and the

study the fundamental

difference between both. Although this is

internal features of IPv6.

not an excuse to absolve IPv4 problem, it is
nevertheless and explanation to see where
METHODS OF CONNECTIVITY

Generally, this technique will generate IPv6

There exists some work around solution to

addresses by using IPv4 addresses and will

connect Ipv4 to Ipv6. ISATAP, Teredo and

connect

6to4 are tunneling solutions that will enable

routers which will facilitate the operation.

IPv4 hosts to connect to Ipv6 networks

[7]

when the native support does not exist. [3] A

ISATAP is an acronym for Intra-site

description of each of them will clarify our

Automatic Tunnel Addressing.

point.

tunneling technique for dual stacks.

A 6to4 tunnel is a router used to generate a

shows a remote access use case for IPv4

link from an inside IPv6 network to the rest

hosts

of IPv65 world over the internet. The router

encapsulates

will take the IPV4 address and calculate the

transmitted over IPv4 networks. [3] Teredo,

IPV6 network prefix, by combining

the

another transition technology which enables

6to4 2002::/16 prefix with a 32 – bit IPv4

IPv6 capable host which do not have native

address of the internet –facing interface to

IPv6 connectivity. Compared with the other

form a /48 prefix for the IPv6 network.

technique, Teredo has the ability to perform

the IPv6 networks over 6to4

where

It is a
It

the

IPv6

packages

are

into

IPv4

packets

and
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even

behind

the

NAT

environments.

Because IPv6 is becoming more and more

invention of this technique has shut down
this solution. [16]

widespread, Microsoft which is behind the
IPv4 AND IPv6 USAGE STATISTICS

of all websites support IPv6 connection.

According to Google, 7.08 % of its users

Here is an example of statistics taken as of

access Google service via IPv6 and 7.08 %

August 21, 2015.

Chart Title
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Category 1

Category 2
Series 1

Category 3
Series 2

Category 4

Series 3

Fig. 1. IPv6 Connectivity of Google Users [3]
Looking at some of the measurements

categories: tunneling where the ipv6 packets

activities of activities on the global internet

are tunneled through an IPv4 network; dual

(",") we can see that many companies across

stack where hosts and routers run both an

the globe show an active presence in IPv6.

IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stack; translation

Because Ipv6 is not fully adopted, the

where a gateway translates IPv4. According

proposition is to establish a seamless

to Carol [10] over half of the traffic in 2018

transition from IPv4. To do so, tools have

originated with non PC devices

been implemented to fit in one of these three
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“For example: think of monitoring the

will automatically notify a nurse that his or

thermostat at your house during the winter

her heart rate has increased above a certain

so that the

threshold.

temperature will automatically be set 5

This is the future of the Internet. Without

degrees higher at 5:00 pm every day. By

thinking about it for very long, most people

the time you get

can think of

home the house is nice and toasty! Think of

an example of M2M communication that in

a patient in a hospital whose monitoring

some way touches their lives. [10]

equipment
BENEFITS AND IMPORTANCE OF

Many steps must be taken when a company

IPv6 OVER IPv4

wants to migrate from Ipv4 to IPv6.

There is a need for the creation of this new

This might explain why it has been taken

protocol of the Internet. The limits of IPV4

such a long time

made it possible to appear on the scene. The

companies to follow thru.

for many

insufficiency of IP address space, as well as

The article in Fortinet entitled “A practical

the address prefix allocation and data

guide for beginning the Migration

security constitute the main reasons that

IPv6 “explained the different steps needed to

propel V6 ahead, just like the creation of

do so.

Among them we should

new exchange in the phone systems did for

include the desire

the appearance of new phone numbers. So,

to shelter IPv6 from the threats that have

the benefits of Ipv6 will results in a huge

plagued its predecessor. Security in

number of IP addresses, end to end

both protocols

connectivity and built-in security. [14]

will occur gradually. [5]
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We must also examine the robustness of the
IPv6

solution

and

the

budget

allocated for

The following shows who in the world is
using this protocol now:

that. It is no wonder that websites started to
support it on June 6, 2012.

Since the Internet is growing exponentially,
a new conception has originated

Table data 8
In the presence of what is usually called
Internet of Everything (IoT)
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In an article entitled “The Internet of

Latif

attack and also decrease such an attack in

Everything through IPv6”, Antonio

the healthcare market” [1]

Jara,

MIPv6 is the protocol that support IPsec in

Ladid

and

explained that

Antonio

Skarmeta

this concept is the

result of

IPv6. It is used support Mobility between
the

mobile node and the home agent. It

uses two addresses: the initial addresses of

the new Internet Protocol. [1]

the device called the Home address and the

As far as they are concerned, IPv6 offers a

new address in the network that is visited.

challenge in connectivity, reliability

This is called the care of address as the

and mobility [1]

Locator. [1]

Application in the public sector
around

security.

revolves

Examples

So it is a noticeable fact that IPv6

of

provides connectivity and reliability of

vulnerabilities can affect patient health and

equipment, guaranties security and privacy

privacy. An example would be a Denial of

and integrity of information and user

Service incident which could stop the

confidentiality and support the mobility

monitoring of a patient critical vital sign.

since the future of the Internet present a

Another one would be the replay of an

more ubiquity and mobile internet. Anthony

impersonation

that could replay false

Skarmeta and Jara and Latif explain it well

information from a patient, informing that

when they wrote:” Its advantages is not only

the patient is not in danger when in fact

limited to a universal addressing space, but

he/she really is. “We definitely need a

also offer a stable, scalable and extensive

security mechanism to prevent such an

and tested protocol for global end-to-end
communication, device/service discovery,
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end to send security, multicast addressing ,

called Web of things which allow things and

stateless addressing and auto configuration”.

systems to interact together. IoT will be for

[1]

communication,

Many key challenges still exist with the

interoperability. The challenge of the Web

introduction of IPv6. Mobility is the crucial

of Thing will be to build a Semantic Web of

challenge. The two fundamental phases are

Thing (SWoT) for resources to cooperate,

the movement

share, link, combine

detection “when the device

integration

and

and build complex

is changing location and the signaling and

services

control messages

required to be aware of

context awareness On a larger scale , these”

the changing location. To the networks and

challenges “can be addressed only in ideal

clients

ecosystem , since several products

relative to the device

in

with higher intelligence and

will

movement”. This mobility factor is based

develop unique features that will be out of

on IPv6 approach and the current internet

the scope of the existing standards and each

architecture and ultimately on what is called

manufacturer is associated with a different

a clean-slate trend

standard organization”. [1] The European

new concept of

ID/Locator split architecture which uses two

standard

which called for an M2M

values, one for the identification (ID) and

(machine to machine) initiative will look

the other for the location (Locator). [1]

into the convergence of emerging standard
of the capillary and cellular networks

The next step of IoT will be to connect

towards an interoperable IoT ecosystem. [6]

things to the Web, thereby having the so
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the other hand, we will have more efficient

CONCLUSION
IPv6 benefits are countless.

The major

routing, more efficient packet processing,

challenge we should look forward this new

direct

protocol will be security training and

configuration, support for new services and

education, support from ISP and vendors,

a better security than its predecessor IPv4.

the congruence of the security policies in

[12] The

IPv4

new

of IPV6 over IPv4: A study” summarize the

vulnerabilities that we did not have to

real reason of its existence. It is not a

consider in the IPv4 environment. It is a

benchmark. It is the gold standard. “IPV6 is

new thing and the explosion of

the future of the Internet. It is not an option

and

IPv6.

There

will

be

new

gadgets relying on IPv6 protocol is only the

data

flow,

simplified

network

article “Importance and Benefits

but an absolute necessity”. [14]

tip of the iceberg that will be revealed. On
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